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Abstract 

Despite a recent focus on understanding cumulative load, researchers still prefer to analyze the 

data using mean and peak values.  At the same time, technological advancements have provided 

biomechanists with methods of collecting large amounts of data pertaining to joint loading.  

Waveform analysis offers another option that will become increasingly relevant, as wireless data 

collection devices become common place and provide access to waveforms from many hours of 

recording.  The overall objectives of this research were to demonstrate some of the limits of 

current methods of biomechanical analysis, and introduce an alternative, and secondly, to propose 

a wireless system for use in field-based studies.   

 

An exploratory study using Functional Data Analysis (FDA) was completed on experimental 

lifting data.  The results demonstrated that FDA can elucidate subtle differences in the curve 

shape outside of the peak areas typically used for statistical analysis that were attributed to 

fatigue.  These findings support the need for a better understanding of how workers change their 

movement strategies as time progresses throughout the length of the workshift.   

 

To achieve this type of knowledge, a wireless data collection device utilizing inertial motion 

sensors (IMS) was introduced and validated for field use in the remaining three chapters.  The 

IMS units in conjunction with an anthropometric model were tested against a traditional link 

segment model recorded in a gold-standard, video system.  Testing that occurred in the entire 

reach space volume yielded errors as low as 5% for the lumbar moment, but errors also greatly 

exceeded 50% RMS error in some cases.  Three hand switch alternatives were tested for their 
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potential to provide external hand force timing and duration information to the link segment 

model, but none were found to be perfectly suitable in the current configuration.   

 

In conclusion, a wireless system based on IMS units has the potential to provide long-term data 

collection, but the development of the calibration routines and complexity of the underlying 

model must be improved.  FDA was shown to have good potential for identifying subtle 

differences in curve shapes, and may become useful when long-term field-based data are readily 

available with the proposed IMS system. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

1.0 Background 

 

1.1 Evidence for injury 

 

Musculoskeletal disorders continue to be one of the predominant sources of workplace pain, 

injury and disability (Woolf & Pfleger, 2003).  The prevalence of low back pain and injury in 

industrial workplaces has been recognized as a significant cost to companies, society and the 

health care system (Andersson, 1997).  A large majority of the working population will 

experience an episode of low back pain in their lifetime, and workers in the manual material 

handling (MMH) sector are at increased risk for low back disorders (Andersson, 1997; Woolf & 

Pfleger, 2003).  The prevalence of physical disability resulting from musculoskeletal system 

exposure to stressors is destined to increase as the workforce ages and as more females enter 

MMH occupations (Woolf & Pfleger, 2003).  Females may be at a greater risk for injury than 

males during MMH tasks since males have a greater mechanical advantage due to greater 

maximal strength and longer lever arms (Miller, MacDougall, Tarnopolsky, & Sale, 1993; 

Mannion, Dumas, Cooper, & Stevenson, 1998; Mannion, Dumas, Cooper, Espinosa, Faris, & 

Stevenson.,1997), as well as larger moment arms and muscle cross-sectional area in the trunk 

muscles that are required for lifting (Jorgensen, Marras, Granata, & Wiand, 2001; Marras, 

Jorgensen, Granata, & Wiand, 2001).  The cost associated with compensation claims linked to 

injuries in MMH has been identified as a major burden on society (Dempsey, 1998; Leamon & 
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Murphy, 1994), including an economical cost of many billions of dollars in the United States 

(Dagenais, Caro, & Haldeman, 2008).   

 

1.2 Models to estimate low back load 

 

Substantial work has been done to define a minimal threshold for identifying risk for 

musculoskeletal injury.  Based on in-vivo evidence of spinal failure levels and in-vitro measures 

of spinal strength, NIOSH concluded that 3400N of compression at the L5/S1 level was 

potentially hazardous for workers (Waters, Putz-Anderson, Garg, & Fine, 1993) and any task 

exceeding that amount should be targeted for redesign (Chaffin, Andersson, & Martin, 2006).  

Researchers use a variety of models with varying complexity to come up with values to compare 

to this criterion measure (Dempsey, 1998).  The complexity of the model depends on the purpose 

of the model, the type of accessible data and the ability to estimate body segment parameters.  A 

static model, commonly used in the past, was found to consistently underestimate loading in 

lifting situations that have a large inertial component (McGill & Norman, 1985).  A quasi-

dynamic model was over-conservative compared to the dynamic moment because it only provides 

a time-history of the load and may not adequately predict the effect of momentum transfer that 

occurs during a lift (McGill & Norman, 1985).  A 2-dimensional (2-D) model, which only 

considers moments in the sagittal plane, was quickly eclipsed by 3-dimensional (3-D) models that 

could account for twisting motions (Kingma, de Looze, Toussaint, Klijnsma, & Bruijnen, 1996; 

Plamondon, Gagnon & Desjardins, 1996; McGill & Norman, 1985).   

 

More complex low back models have been developed: some account for additional force 

mechanisms that may affect the spine  (Schultz & Andersson, 1981), others have used 
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optimization methods to predict muscle forces (Bean, 1988), and some used electromyography of 

trunk muscles to partition the extensor moment to both active and passive tissues (McGill & 

Norman, 1985).  These methods provide a more thorough and complete analysis of spinal 

loading, but are also fraught with additional assumptions regarding the visco-elastic nature of 

tissue, the muscle length-tension and velocity-tension relationships, intra-abdominal compression 

and the role of antagonistic co-contraction (McGill & Norman, 1985; Chaffin et al., 2006).  

Dempsey (1998) acknowledged that while static models are easier and cheaper to use, they lack 

the realistic and accurate estimates of moment provided by dynamic models.  A static model may 

be acceptable to use in certain occupational environments, but the continued prevalence of 

reported pain and injury suggests that a more sophisticated method of analysis is required to 

understand the etiology of back pain in industry.   

 

1.3 Cumulative load role in injury 

 

Recent evidence suggests that the cumulative load experienced by the spinal tissues may have 

more importance in predicting injury than the one-time maximal values used in the NIOSH limit 

(Waters et al., 1993).  The strength of the spinal tissues may be compromised by repetitive 

loading patterns that occurs over time (Kumar, 1990; Brinckmann, 1988; Norman et al., 1998; 

Parkinson & Callaghan 2007).  Cumulative load was defined with different methodologies by 

various researchers as the integral of force applied over time (Callaghan, Salewytsch, & Andrews, 

2001), and it was considered to account for the time-varying effect of load (Waters et al., 2006).   

 

However, defining the cumulative load experienced by a worker is difficult to do since complex 

lab-bound motion capture methods have not been a feasible option for field-based tasks 
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(Sutherland, Albert, Wrigley, & Callaghan, 2008; Agnew, Andrews, Potvin, & Callaghan, 2003).  

For this reason, researchers have attempted to conclude that the variance in work tasks was low 

enough that a small subset (as few as three repetitions) was sufficient to capture the variability of 

the task (Allread, Marras, & Burr, 2000; Dunk, Keown, Andrews, & Callaghan, 2005).  This 

assumption is only valid for repetitive, cyclical tasks and cannot be used for a wide range of 

industrial tasks of interest to researchers.  To overcome this, a posture-based assessment from 

video records was developed, which is called 3DMatch (Callaghan, Jackson, Albert, Andrews, & 

Potvin, 2003).  Users of the program show good inter- and intra-reliability (Jackson, Reed, 

Andrews, Albert, & Callaghan, 2003), and the flexion-extension lumbar moment error was 12% 

compared to a 2-D model (Callaghan et al., 2003) as well as to a quasi-static 3-D model 

(Sutherland et al., 2008).  When the data have been decimated from 60Hz video to 3Hz, the 

method is still quite time-consuming due to extensive posture assessment required at each frame 

and does not provide a dynamic estimate of lumbar moment (Callaghan et al., 2003).  Failing to 

account for the inertial component of the dynamic moment can seriously impact the quality of the 

lumbar moment estimation and, presumably, risk of injury (Lindbeck & Arborelius 1991; McGill 

& Norman 1985). 

 

1.4 Tools available for analysis 

 

Even though an accurate 3-D dynamic moment gathered from field-based studies is desired by 

researchers (Sutherland et al. 2008) , this caliber of information has been difficult to attain until 

recent technological improvements in wireless sensors evolved (Barbour & Schmidt, 2001).  The 

quality of kinematic data from accelerometers has been limited by the need to smooth the noisy 

effects of integrating acceleration data (Siegler & Wu, 1997).  Using angular velocity estimates 
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from gyroscope technology has been introduced as an alternative, but the units were prone to drift 

around the vertical axis and are heavily susceptible to temperature effects (Roetenberg, Luinge, 

Baten, & Veltink, 2005).  Relatively new technology, called inertial motion sensors (IMS), has 

solved some of these issues by using a magnetic north reference from a magnetometer along with 

an inclination estimate from an accelerometer to correct integrated angular velocity acquired from 

a gyroscope (Roetenberg, Buurke, Veltink, Forner & Hermens, 2003; Bachmann, McGhee, Yun, 

& Zyda, 2003; Zhu & Zhou, 2004).  In addition, data from these units can be transmitted via 

wireless technology to a computer, which makes them ideal for field applications.  Their use in 

human motion studies continues to evolve as researchers find optimal calibration protocols 

(Favre, Jolles, Aissaoui, & Aminian, 2008; Picerno, Cereatti, & Capozzo, 2008; O’Donovan, 

Kamnik, O’Keeffe, & Lyons, 2007; Luinge, Veltink, & Baten, 2007), and develop more 

appropriate filtering techniques to deal with the signals (Brodie, Walmsley, & Page, 2008; Zhou 

& Hu, 2007). 

 

1.5 Waveform analysis 

 

The peak compression value defined in the NIOSH limit was, and continues to be used 

extensively for designing workplaces to protect the 75th percentile female worker, despite 

evidence to suggest that it may not be a valid cutpoint for defining back injury (Dempsey, 1998).  

Cumulative load values as discussed in section 1.3 contain a time-history of the loading 

(Callaghan et al., 2001), but continues to reduce the loading pattern to a single value.  

Researchers have confirmed that repetition of a task leads to increased variability in motion 

patterns and increased likelihood of tissue injury (Brinkmann, Biggemann, & Hilweg, 1988; 

Granata, Marras, & Davis, 1999; van Dieen, Dekkers, Groen, Toussaint, & Meijer, 2001).  
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Typical biomechanical investigations attempt to characterize those changes by investigating 

scalar values like means or maxima, which may not be sensitive enough to detect subtle changes 

between conditions or groups (Ryan, Harrison, & Hayes, 2006; Khalaf, Parniapour, Sparto, & 

Barin, 1999).  Most analyses of industrial work tasks fail to consider the implication of the time-

history of loading throughout the motion, and even cumulative load research, which includes a 

time-varying component, has attempted to generalize the response throughout the day (Dunk et 

al., 2005).  A method of waveform analysis, known as Principal Component Analysis (PCA), has 

been used by researchers to elucidate subtle differences in movement patterns between groups of 

subjects.  Wrigley et al. (2006) used PCA to identify different patterns of movement between 

workers with and without low back pain.  Khalaf et al. (1999) found that PCA could provide 

phase-dependent analysis of factors such as load weight, speed of the lift, and lift technique 

during lifting activities.  They further suggested that the feature-extraction method could be used 

to evaluate whether an ergonomic intervention was successful at reducing the risk factor for 

injury or demands on the individual (Khalaf et al., 1999).   

 

Another waveform analysis method, known as Functional Data Analysis (FDA), provides 

researchers with a way to analyze the dynamic nature of human motion by maintaining the 

waveforms for analysis rather than extracting traditional measures of mean, median, minimum 

and maximum (Ramsay & Silverman, 2005).  This novel method of analysis has been described 

as being well suited for human movement investigations because it does not eliminate the unique 

waveform structure of the time-series (Ryan et al., 2006).  FDA has previously been applied to 

kinematic lip motion (Ramsey, Munhall, Gracco, & Ostry, 1996) and for predicting reaching 

motions in humans (Faraway, 1997).  It has also been used to analyze critically the developmental 

characteristics of vertical jump skills in children (Harrison, Ryan, & Hayes, 2007).  FDA can 
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provide researchers with a way to detect and quantify differences along the entire waveform for 

two sets of data: male and female, injured and non-injured workers, fatigued and non-fatigued, 

etc. 

 

2.0 Dissertation outline 

 

The preceding discussion demonstrated the limitations of current biomechanical methods and 

models for gathering information on low back loading in workplace settings.  It also introduced 

two novel methods for quantifying and defining low back load and suggested that these methods 

may have potential for furthering our understanding of load exposure and the link to injury 

potential.  This dissertation will demonstrate that FDA may be a valuable statistical method for 

distinguishing subtle differences in lifting patterns, which may lead to a better understanding of 

dose-response at the lumbar level.  It will also illustrate the potential that IMS units have for 

providing researchers with a method of collecting cumulative joint loading information in field 

applications.   

 

2.1 Research Studies 

 

Several investigative studies were conducted that resulted in the four papers contained in this 

dissertation.  The first study was conducted as a part of a larger independent project pertaining to 

a lift assist device.  The kinematic data collected in that study was combined with kinetic data to 

calculate simplistic 2-D moments for the lumbar spine.  Both kinematic and kinetic variables 

were analyzed in a novel way using FDA as described in the paper in chapter 2:  Functional data 
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analysis as a means of evaluating kinematic and kinetic waveforms.  This paper demonstrates that 

even in repetitive, cyclical tasks, FDA can elucidate subtle differences in fatigued versus 

unfatigued lifting patterns that characteristics like peak and average values could not.  This 

finding supports the need for a motion-capture device that has the potential to record accurate, 3-

D, dynamic joint loading data from field settings over long periods of time. 

 

The second study was conducted to evaluate the accuracy of the IMS units chosen for use in the 

wireless collection system, and is presented in chapter 3: Accuracy of inertial motion sensors in 

static, quasi-static and complex, dynamic motion.  Accuracy in static and quasi-static tests was 

found to be comparable to the manufacturer’s technical specifications.  Contrary to some current 

research (Brodie et al., 2008), accuracy in dynamic pendulum motion about one axis at a time 

revealed minimal errors in the range of 3° RMS.  This study also analyzed a more complex, 

dynamic motion pattern of the upper extremities and trunk in the entire reach-space volume of the 

subject, a task which had not yet been documented by researchers. 

 

The third study was conducted in a Peak Motus laboratory and was designed to evaluate the 

validity of the IMS system combined with a linked-chain model in reproducing lumbar moments.  

The results of this work are presented in chapter 4: Accuracy of lumbar moments for field 

applications using inertial motion sensor system.  This paper evaluated the RMS error present in 

the lumbar moment estimations as a result of using the predicted endpoints in an inverse-dynamic 

calculation of 3-D dynamic moments at the lumbar spine level.  This experiment included a series 

of trials wherein the subject moved at extreme ranges of motion and also performed typical 

workplace movements.  The primary goal of this part of the dissertation was to determine whether 

the system and model resulted in acceptable levels of RMS error in lumbar moment.  The results 
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were compared to previously published studies that documented error in lumbar moment 

estimation and to recent bodies of work evaluating the potential of IMS units for wireless motion 

capture in biomechanical contexts. 

 

A final study resulted in a technical note presented in chapter 5: Potential for load transducer or 

EMG signal to be used as field-based handswitch for input to a link-segment model.  This study 

evaluated a potential handswitch for use with the motion capture system in field-based 

applications.  The IMS units provided the kinematic input to the inverse dynamic method of 

determining forces and moments at a segment joint, but knowledge of when an external load was 

present in the hands, as well as the magnitude of the load was still required.  Several approaches 

for predicting the magnitude of the load lifted have been attempted by the research lab.  For use 

as a practical analog signal for the inverse dynamic method, a reliable, on-off record of when to 

apply the predicted load magnitude to the model calculations was still required.  Three methods 

were evaluated for obtaining this timing information against a gold-standard box switch during a 

lab-based collection.  A capacitive-based pressure sensor, with a range up to 50psi, was chosen 

for this study because it had been developed specifically for human grasping and tactile 

applications.  If the pressure sensor (C500) or electromyographic activity of the biceps brachii 

(BEMG) or the lumbar erector spinae (LEMG) could accurately detect when a load entered and 

left the hands, one of them may have potential for use in the field.  A second goal was to 

determine what activation level, as a percent of a resting baseline for each of these signals, was 

required to accurately apply the load in the hands at the correct timing of the lifts.  Subjects 

(n=13) in this study did five repetitions of a lift series that included up lift, across lift and down 

lift with differing masses (0kg-20kg) while instrumented with all possible switches (box switch, 

C500, BEMG, LEMG).  The data were evaluated on half the subjects to find a common activation 
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level, which was subsequently used in a verification experiment to see how well each switch 

signal could detect actual load-in and load-out of the hands. 

 

The dissertation concludes with a general discussion and summary chapter.  It includes an in-

depth evaluation of recently published methods that can be used to improve the model presented 

in this dissertation.  It also highlights issues that are outstanding and must be resolved with the 

system components prior to initiating long-term studies of cumulative load in field settings.  

Finally, it suggests a way forward for wireless motion-capture research, so that it may become a 

viable method of cumulative load data collection.  The role of FDA in the field of biomechanics 

and ergonomics is also discussed and future developments that are required for implementation 

by these practitioners are highlighted.   
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Chapter 2 

 

Functional data analysis as a means of evaluating kinematic and kinetic 

waveforms 

 

Abstract 

 

Complex data collection methods are available to biomechanists, but researchers still tend 

to use peak and mean characteristics to quantify changes in kinematics and kinetic 

variables.  Some more advanced methods of curve shape analysis may be warranted to 

understand more subtle variations in these biomechanical variables. This paper used 

functional data analysis (FDA) to quantify differences throughout the waveform for 

variables determined from a lifting task.  A functional analysis of variance (FANOVA) 

was used to identify variation in kinematic and kinetic patterns due to time within a 45-

minute lifting task.  Only trunk angular motion was significantly different across the 

work task using traditional peak characteristics.  Use of FDA demonstrated that 

additional areas outside of the peaks were significantly different in the late phase for 

moment and velocity curves.  In addition, use of FDA demonstrated significant variation 

across the work period for kinetic and kinematic variables when traditional statistics did 

not reveal any variation.  More robust methods for follow-up procedures were 

recommended. 
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1.0 Introduction 

 

The biomechanical literature is divided on the topic of variability observed in human motion 

patterns during manual materials handling (MMH) tasks.  Some researchers have concluded that 

repetitive variability is low for cyclic tasks (Marras et al., 1995; Allread, Marras, & Burr, 2000; 

Dunk, Keown, Andrews, & Callaghan, 2005) and that collecting any more than three repetitions 

of a task provides diminishing returns on reducing standard error (Allread et al., 2000).  The 

opposite argument is that individuals use very different movement strategies to complete 

repetitions of a task (van Dieen, Dekkers, Groen, Toussaint, & Meijer, 2001) – a phenomenon 

coined as “biomechanical variability” by Granata, Marras, & Davis (1999).  Variability in lifting 

motion patterns has been considered an increased risk to workers since a greater number of 

exertions are likely to occur at a level that exceeds the known tissue tolerance levels (Granata et 

al., 1999).  Researchers have attempted to quantify the variation in lifting style in many different 

ways: peak vs median values (van Dieen et al., 2001), analysis of standard deviations (Granata et 

al.,1999) or variance components (Allread et al., 2000), and principal component analysis 

(Wrigley et al. 2006, Khalaf et al. 1999, Daffertshofer et al. 2004).  

 

Extracting peak, maximum or average values from data has remained the norm for biomechanical 

analysis (Ryan, Harrison, & Hayes, 2006; van Dieen et al., 2001).  In fact, industrial lifting tasks 

are often evaluated using the widely accepted National Institute for Occupational Health and 

Safety (NIOSH) guideline that decrees a job unsafe if the worker exceeds one specific 

compression value during task completion.  Despite this guideline, workers have continued to be 

injured, leading researchers to speculate that a better measure is required to prevent low-back 

injury in workplace tasks (Norman et al., 1998).  Cumulative loading has recently emerged as a 
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method by which the time-history of tissue loading is accounted for (Kumar, 1990; Callaghan, 

Salewytsch, & Andrews, 2001; Waters et al., 2006; Norman et al., 1998), but the use of a time-

integrated force value still eliminates the unique waveform structure that may contain additional 

information about subtle changes in technique and joint loading.  The hidden risk with any of 

these singular values may be the fact that biomechanists and ergonomists are using methods of 

analyses that are not sensitive enough to identify the variability in lifting waveforms, which may 

explain why some workers are injured, while others are not.   

 

Functional data analysis (FDA) is an extension of traditional multivariate techniques and provides 

researchers with a way to analyze the dynamic nature of human motion by maintaining the 

waveforms for analysis rather than extracting traditional measures (Ryan et al., 2006; Ramsay & 

Silverman, 2005).  The functional form of a principal component analysis (FPCA) has previously 

been used to distinguish differences in kinematic jumping patterns from groups of children in 

various stages of development (Harrison, Ryan, & Hayes, 2007).  FPCA was also used by 

Donoghue, Harrison, Coffey, & Hayes (2008) to identify which part of the waveform was most 

important for understanding injury occurrence between previously-injured runners and controls 

(Donoghue, Harrison, Coffey, & Hayes, 2008).  Ramsay, Munhall, Gracco, & Ostry (1996) used 

a functional analysis of variance (FANOVA) to demonstrate significant differences in lip 

kinematics between various syllables uttered by the subject.   

 

Despite these successful applications, the use of FDA in the biomechanics field has not yet been 

widely implemented (Donoghue et al., 2008).  With the improved accuracy of motion capture 

methods and the ability to collect large amounts of human motion data, FDA should be 

investigated further as a statistical method that does not eliminate the rich information collected 
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in biomechanic investigations.  For a prolonged lifting task, this type of analysis may elucidate an 

important mode of variation that occurs due to task demand, task length, shift length, technique 

used, fatigue, and so forth.  Further, FDA may have the ability to discriminate more subtle 

differences between two or more groups of subjects when peak or average values of a measure 

revealed no significant differences – ultimately, this could lead to a better understanding of low-

back injury risk in working populations. 

 

The aim of this paper is to demonstrate the use of FDA on a set of kinematic and kinetic lifting 

curves from a 45-minute lifting session.  Findings from traditional methods of statistical analysis 

will be compared to results from a waveform analysis using FANOVA, to evaluate the effect of 

time across lifting session. 

 

2.0 Method 

 

2.1 Traditional methods of data collection and processing 

 

Prior to beginning the study, subjects signed an informed consent approved by the Research 

Ethics Board at Queen’s University.  The kinematic lifting data used in this paper were taken 

from a pool of female subjects (n=9) with average characteristics of 29 ± 13 years of age, 169 ± 

2.4 cm height and 66.3 ± 5.5 kg body mass.  The average box load lifted was 16 ± 2.1 kg.  Data 

were collected in conjunction with a study designed to elicit low-back fatigue through repetitive 

lifting of a box scaled to represent 20% of subjects’ low-back extensor strength (Lotz, Agnew, 

Godwin, & Stevenson, 2009).  Four Fastrak® sensors were firmly attached with fabric tape to the 
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spinous process at the first lumbar vertebrae (L1), to the left anterior superior iliac spine (ASIS), 

over the centre of mass of the right thigh (36.12% distance proximal to distal), and on the left 

wrist of the subject.  A custom software program, written in LabView 7.0 (National Instruments 

Austin, TX, USA), received at a rate of 30 Hz and stored kinematic data from the Fastrak® 

electromagnetic tracking system (Polhemus, Cochester, VT, USA).  Initially, the Fastrak® 

sensors were calibrated using a standardized posture in order to align the coordinate system of the 

Fastrak® with the coordinate system of the joints.   

 

A 28 cm x 15 cm x 36 cm box with handle heights of 18 cm from the floor was outfitted with a 

switch that allowed detection of handle grasp, lift time, box placement and handle release.  The 

box switch allowed the external hand load to be added to the low-back model at the exact time the 

load entered and left the hand.  A height-adjustable shelf allowed the subjects to use a freestyle 

technique to lift and lower the box from floor level to knuckle height.  Subjects lifted at a rate of 

12 exertions (lift/lower) per minute, indicated by a metronome beep, for 45 minutes of repetitive; 

they were able to lift/lower at their own pace within the 5-second time allotted per lift by the 

metronome. 

 

The resulting dataset was analyzed in a custom software program, written in LabView 7.0 

(National Instruments Austin, TX, USA), that allowed the lifting waveforms to be extracted 

through automatic determination of the point at which the angular displacement of the L1 sensor 

surpassed 20º of trunk flexion from upright standing until it returned to 20º flexion following box 

placement.  Each lift cycle of extracted data was normalized to 100 data points to produce 30 

lifting waveform curves per 5-minute block per subject.  For this evaluation, the first 5 minutes of 

lifting was considered a period of warm-up and adjustment to the metronome timing, the curves 
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from 5-10 minutes of the lifting task were considered the early condition, and the curves from 40-

45 minutes of lifting were considered the late condition.   

 

Kinematic variables were determined from four Fastrak® sensors.  The L1 trunk sensor was used 

to represent the flexion angle of the trunk with respect to vertical in the sagittal plane.  The hip 

angle was defined from the ASIS sensor and the leg sensor to produce a relative joint angle.  The 

angular velocity was calculated for both these variables.  Peak values for trunk flexion, hip 

flexion, trunk angular velocity, and hip angular velocity were recorded for each curve and 

averaged for each 5-minute block (early and late) for each subject. 

 

A simplified 2-dimensional (2-D) symmetrical low-back model was used to estimate the moment 

(Nm) at the L4/L5 joint.  The location of the ASIS sensor was chosen to represent the vertical 

position of the L4/L5 joint, adjusted to the joint centre using the medio-lateral and anterior-

posterior position of the L1 sensor.  The head-arms-trunk (HAT) segment was scaled to 37.8% 

bodyweight and the centre of mass location was determined as a fraction (0.89%) of total segment 

length according to Chaffin, Andersson, & Martin (2006).  The moment arm of the HAT segment 

in the sagittal plane was determined from the angular orientation of the L1 sensor projected on the 

anterior-posterior axis, while the approximate box load moment arm was determined from the 

anterior-posterior position of the wrist sensor with respect to the estimated L4/L5 joint.  Prior to 

normalization of the lifting waveforms, the integrated moment for each curve was determined 

using trapezoidal integration, and the peak moment for each curve was also recorded.   
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2.2 FDA methods 

 

2.2.1 Creating functional data from discrete observations 

 

All subsequent data manipulations were performed in R (downloaded through a CRAN mirror 

available at http://cran.r-project.org/, GNU) with an FDA package add-on developed by Ramsay 

and Silverman available at ftp://ego.psych.mcgill.ca.  Customized R code for the current analysis 

is presented in Appendix 2A. 

 

Any biomechanical investigation will yield discrete observations measured over time that must be 

converted to functional data prior to completing an FDA.  The data are considered functional 

when a) a function y has been defined for any value of t, and b) y(t) represents the smooth 

variation that exists between discrete data points in the original form. It is convenient to define a 

linear combination of basis functions that can approximate the desired function using the 

expansion shown in equation (1) (Ramsay & Silverman, 2005): 

                    K 

yi(t) = ∑ cik φk(t)    (1) 

                k=1 

where:  yi(t) is the function to be approximated 

K is the number of basis functions 

cik represents the kth basis of coefficient 

φk represents the kth basis function 
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B-spline bases have been identified as a good choice for non-cyclical human motion data (Ryan 

et al., 2006), and since human motion has also been considered quite smooth, it can be 

represented with a smaller number of basis functions (Faraway, 1997).  Retaining K = n basis 

functions, where n=the number of datapoints in the waveform, would provide an exact 

representation of the data such that the coefficients (ck) could be chosen for each basis (k) to 

exactly represent each data point (yj).  In some cases, it is desirable to use a saturated number of 

bases (equal to the original number of data points) and only impose smoothing later in the 

statistical analysis so that the variation in the curves is not lost (Ramsay & Silverman, 2005).   

The benefit of using a smaller K is that it provides a computationally efficient approximation of 

the data without retaining all data points (Ramsay & Silverman, 2005).  Since the data in this 

experiment were already normalized to 100 datapoints, it was appropriate to retain K=100 as the 

number of basis functions.  A fourth order spline was chosen to represent the orientation, angular 

velocity, and cumulative moment data, whereas a higher order would be required to provide a 

better fit for acceleration data.  Finally, specifying the number of knots for subdivision of the time 

series will limit how much data are approximated by each spline.  Knots were evenly spaced for 

these curves since there were no extreme inflection points to account for.   

 

A functional representation of the data was created by applying a smoothing penalty using an 

evaluation of fit and roughness with the two-term equation indicated below in equation (2) 

(Ramsay et al., 1996): 

           K            1 

Q(Y,y)= ∑ [Yk – y(tk )]2 + λ ∫  [D2y(t)]2]dt   (2) 

      k=1           0 

where:  Yk is the discrete data  

y is the function evaluated at times (tk) 
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K is the number of basis functions 

λ is the penalty multiplier 

D2y(t)is the second derivative of function y 

 

The first term in Q used a least-squares method to judge how closely the fitted functional data 

approximated the discrete data, while the roughness of the function y was evaluated with the 

second term in Q – the integrated, squared, second derivative of the function (Ramsay et al., 

1996).  During the fitting process, a penalty multiplier, λ, was used to control how much 

smoothing was achieved by the second term in Q.  Ramsay et al. (1996) recommended using a 

generalized cross-validation (GCV) method to choose the value of the penalty multiplier, λ, 

whereas Donoghue et al. (2008) suggested that the choice of λ is ultimately a subjective choice by 

the researcher.  In general, as λ approaches ∞, the function approaches a constant whereas as λ 

approaches 0, the function begins to approximate the data exactly (Ramsay et al., 1996).  The data 

in this study did not require extensive smoothing, and a very light roughness penalty was chosen 

(λ = 1e-6) to fit the data.  The root-mean-square (RMS) residual between the raw curve and the 

functional curve provided a measure of how much variability had been lost in fitting the function. 

RMS residuals for all kinematic and kinetic variables were acceptably low (ranging from 0.011 to 

0.267).  

 

2.2.2 Landmark registration of the functional data 

 

The importance of landmark registrations becomes clear in biological data when the timing of 

individual factors produces slight alterations of the curve shape.  Computing an ensemble average 

in a series of curves could eliminate an important source of variability if the curves were not 
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properly aligned beforehand.  The work by Ryan et al. (2006) clearly demonstrated the necessity 

of using landmark registration, particularly with data that has not been pre-processed.  In their 

study, when analyzing the functional data of a vertical jump, very different conclusions regarding 

the developmental stage of subjects would have been made on registered versus non-registered 

functional data.  There are times when landmark registration may not be appropriate and the 

reader is referred to Clarkson, Fraley, Gu, & Ramsay (2005) for a discussion of how it may 

produce an unintended effect.    

 

The goal of landmark registration is to align functions at identical timing points for a 

representative comparison.  It requires that specific characteristics (such as maximums, 

minimums, zero crossings) of the curve be precisely defined – usually a manual process in the R 

program.  Moment curves in the current example were registered according to two well-defined 

inflection points on the curve that corresponded to a switch used to define box pick-up and box 

release.  A double registration process was used in this study.  Initially, the 30 extracted curves 

from each 5-minute lifting period were landmark-registered, and then averaged to produce one 

ensemble curve per time period per subject.  Each subject then contributed a landmark-registered, 

averaged early and late waveform to the analysis, and these waveforms were once more 

registered to eliminate temporal variation between subjects during the final FANOVA.  The 

process of landmark registration maps a non-linear transformation to the data so that the timing of 

features on individual curves becomes identical to the timing of features found in the reference 

curve, in this instance, the mean curve.     
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2.2.3 Methods of statistical analysis 

 

Nearly any univariate method of statistical analysis can be re-created using functional data.  This 

paper will focus on delineating the steps required to compute a FANOVA.  The functional form 

of the FANOVA is achieved when the functional response (the dependent variable (y)) is 

predicted using a conventional design matrix (Z) (Ramsay & Silverman, 2005).  The FANOVA is 

essentially a univariate problem defined at each instant (t), and it can take on most of the 

methodology and follow-up procedures of a traditional univariate or multivariate linear model 

(Ramsay & Silverman, 2005).  The FANOVA model takes the form of equation (3): 

 

yij(t) = μ(t) + αj(t) + eij(t)    (3) 

 

where: yij(t) = observed functional data (the dependent variable) 

μ(t) = mean function for all trials and treatments 

αj(t) = the effect functions of belonging to a specific treatment group (j) 

eij(t) = residual error function 

j = number of treatment groups 

i = ith function of the variable 

 

The function μ(t) is the grand mean function, while eij(t) represents the error term.  The variation 

that could be explained according to membership in a treatment group (early vs late) was 

represented by the “effects” function αj(t).  A corresponding design matrix (Z) similar to that used 

in traditional ANOVA must be specified in the computing environment to properly code for 

group membership according to assignment to different treatment groups.  The current study 

required a Z matrix with dimensions of 18 rows by 4 columns.  The 18 rows corresponded to nine 
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subjects contributing two curves each: one to the early time and one to the late time.  The first 

column in the Z matrix modeled the mean of the observations, while the next two columns used 

zeros and ones to code for group membership, and the final column has a zero in the first row 

followed by ones.  Group membership was defined as belonging to either the first 9 rows (early 

waveforms) or the last 9 rows (late waveforms).   

 

Finally, a functional regression coefficient vector β(t) was specified that contained the effect of 

the mean function μ(t) followed by functions α1… αj where j represents the number of treatment 

groups.  The major issue to consider is that the function β(t) can have an over-determinancy 

problem: too much predictive power will lead to many linear combinations that can provide an 

exact fit to the observed data (Ramsay & Silverman, 2005).  Estimating the predicted regression 

coefficients (β(t)) requires considerable development in this field, and is discussed further in the 

discussion section.  One method of determining the individual coefficients of β is by minimizing 

the sum of squares of the residual (yij(t) - Z β(t)) using a substantially reduced set of basis 

functions (12), as was done with the data for this paper (Ramsay & Silverman, 2005). 

 

2.2.4 Analyzing the FANOVA 

 

As with traditional ANOVA, the error sum of squares for the residual function and the mean 

curve were evaluated as a function for each time point in (t) with the following equations (4)(5): 

SSE(t) =  ∑∑ [eij(t)]2     (4) 

 i    j 

SSY(t) = ∑∑ [yij(t) – μ(t)]2    (5) 

           i    j 
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where:  SSE(t)) = error sum of squares for the error term 

 eij(t) = residual error function 

 SSY(t) = error sum of squares for error about mean curve 

 yij(t) = observed functional data (the dependent variable) 

μ(t) = mean function for all trials and treatments 

j = number of treatment groups 

i = ith function of the variable 

 

The F-ratio determines whether the variance between two sets of data equal and with the 

FANOVA, this can be evaluated across time (t).  The F-ratio was determined across time with the 

following equation (6): 

 

F-ratio(t) = [SSY(t) –  SSE(t)] / (j – 1)         (6) 

              SSE(t) / [j(N – 1)] 

 

where:  j = number of treatment groups 

 N = subject sample size 

 

The critical F value (Fcrit) was determined to be 4.49 from a standard F-ratio chart according to 

numerator and denominator degrees of freedom of 1 and 16.  Any time the functional curve F-

ratio exceeded the critical F value (F-ratio > Fcrit), the effect of time had reached significance at 

the chosen α level of 0.05. 
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3. 0 Results 

 

3.1 Traditional measures 

 

Mean values for kinematic and kinetic variables are presented in Table 2.1.  Individual variability 

was evident in the discrete variables from nine female subjects across the 45-minute lifting task 

(Figure 2.1a and 2.1b).  A closer inspection of these graphs revealed that on an individual basis, 

the direction of difference in L4/L5 moments over time was not consistent across subjects.  An 

increase in peak moment (Figure 2.1b) across time occurred for five subjects; however, the peak 

moment value decreased for four subjects.  Evaluation of the average cumulative moment 

integrated for each lift cycle was similarly variable across subjects: some subjects showed 

increases in peak moment concomitant with increases in cumulative moment values across time, 

while others showed increases in peak and decreases in cumulative load value (Figure 2.1a).  A 

paired t-test using an alpha level of 0.05 demonstrated no significant differences across early and 

late times for the measures of peak hip flexion angle (°), peak trunk flexion velocity (°/sec), 

cumulative moment (Nm·sec), and peak moment (Nm).  Peak trunk flexion angle (°) was 

significantly greater (p<0.05), and peak hip flexion velocity (°/sec) was significantly slower 

(p<0.05), during the late lifting period compared to earlier in the shift.  
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Table 2.1: Mean (±SD) for kinematic and kinetic measures from nine subjects across time and 

results from paired t-test. 

Variable Early Time Late Time p<0.05 

Peak Trunk Flexion Angle (deg) -89 ±14 -96 ±15 * 

Peak Hip Flexion Angle (deg) 71 ±10 74 ±11  

Maximum Trunk Angular Velocity (deg/sec) 4.9 ±0.8 4.5 ±0.8  

Maximum Hip Angular Velocity (deg/sec) 6.3 ±1.2 5.4 ±1.4 * 

Peak Moment (Nm) 149 ±4 149 ±3  

Cumulative Moment (Nm•sec) 278 ±22 279 ±20  
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Figure 2.1: Within- and between- subject variability for kinetic variables of a) mean cumulative 

moment and b) mean peak moment determined for early and late phases across the repetitive 

work task. 

(a) 

(b) 
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3.2 FANOVA Findings 

 

The FANOVA was able to demonstrate that significant variation occurred across time in all areas 

of the curve for both kinematic and kinetic lifting waveforms.  In this case, results are discussed 

using the relative strength of the F-ratio value compared to the critical F.  Although there were no 

peak differences for most of the kinematic variables, the FANOVA demonstrated that time had a 

significant effect on the lifting motion throughout most of the curve.  Drawing conclusions from 

the t-test performed on the peak velocity characteristics would lead one to conclude that hip 

velocity significantly decreased from early to late times, while trunk velocity showed no change 

(see Table 2.1).  Investigating the corresponding curves for these data demonstrated that the peaks 

occurred very early in the motion, around 10% of the lift.   

 

Utilization of peak characteristics to explain the effect of fatigue on hip angular velocity failed to 

account for any additional shape changes beyond the first peak (Figure 2.2a), some of which 

occurred during more critical times during the lift, such as the upward motion (between 40-60% 

lift time) and around box release (85-100% lift time).  Whereas hip velocity showed decreasing 

trends across time between 0-20% lift time and again between 40-60% lift time, it actually 

increased significantly in the late time period during the box placement phase (60-100% lift time) 

(Figure 2.2 a and b).   
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Figure 2.2: Graphs depicting a) hip angular velocity (°/s) waveforms for early and late lifting 

times averaged across nine subjects and b) F-ratio and Fcrit from FANOVA calculations for time 

series (p<0.05). 
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Likewise, one would have concluded that peak trunk velocity did not change from early to late 

times (Figure 2.3a), while failing to characterize the significant changes in shape that occurred 

with fatigue between 40-65% lift time, around 82% lift time and between 95-100% lift time 

(Figure 2.3b).  Trunk angular velocity was also significantly (Figure 2.3b) slower in the late time 

period during the upward motion of the lift (40-65% lift time) and slowed again in the recovery to 

standing position (95-100% lift time) (Figure 2.3a).  Around box placement (82% lift time), the 

change in direction was not evident in the late time period and this was a significant difference 

compared to the early time period.  Another trend was observed using FANOVA results during 

the downward movement phase that was not evident with the peak characteristics. The trunk 

angular velocity slowed significantly in the late period during the initial downward motion (0-

10% lift time), but remained faster than in the early period as the subjects prepared for box pick-

up (10-20% lift time) (Figure 2.3a).   

 

The FANOVA identified additional areas of significant difference that would have been 

eliminated when relying on a single peak analysis method.  The peak trunk flexion angle typically 

occurred around 28% of the lift cycle (Figure 2.4a) and was significantly different between early 

and late phases.  However, the FANOVA revealed that the trunk angle showed significantly more 

flexion during the late lifting time than the early lifting time for the entire lift (Figure 2.4b).  The 

trunk remained significantly more flexed throughout the up phase of the lift (40-75% lift time), 

throughout box placement (75-90% lift time) and finally, returned to a more upright, and less 

flexed posture more quickly in the late phase (90-100% lift time) (Figure 2.4a). 
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Figure 2.3: Graphs depicting a) trunk angular velocity (°/s) waveforms for early and late lifting 

times averaged across nine subjects and b) F-ratio and Fcrit from FANOVA calculations for time 

series (p<0.05).
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Figure 2.4: Graphs depicting a) trunk angular orientation (°) for early and late lifting times 

averaged across nine subjects and b) F-ratio and Fcrit from FANOVA calculations for time series 

(p<0.05). 
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Although the average area under the curve (cumulative load) and peak moment were not 

significantly different across time (see Table 2.1), the early and late lumbar moment waveforms 

depicted in Figure 2.5a demonstrated subtle variations in structure. The FANOVA was able to 

determine that most points along the curve were significantly different from early to late in the 

lifting task (Figure 2.5b).   In particular, the FANOVA identified a motion pattern tending 

towards lower lumbar loads around box pick up (30-40% lifting time) in the late lifting period 

(Figure 2.5a).  During the up-phase of the lift (40-60% lifting time), the subjects appeared to 

sustain a lifting pattern associated with slightly higher lumbar loads when working later in the 

work task.  The pattern of loading in the late phase was significantly lower during box placement 

around 65-80% lift time and again, in the recovery period when subjects returned more quickly to 

an upright posture (90-100% lift time).     

 

4.0 Discussion 

 

The variability of human motion patterns reported in the literature (van Dieen et al., 2001; 

Granata et al., 1999) was also demonstrated in this repetitive lifting task.  Individual trends 

disappeared when averaging across subjects, leading to the conclusion that peak and cumulative 

measures of lumbar moment did not change significantly across the 45-minute lifting task. On an 

individual basis, there were inconsistencies in the response to the fatiguing task.  While some 

subjects significantly increased their peak moment across time, others decreased the peak 

moment in favour of increasing overall cumulative load as time progressed.  The FDA analysis 

presented in this paper allows the researchers to examine the entire curve, and we have 

demonstrated variation in areas of the curve apart from the peaks that warrants discussion. 
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Figure 2.5: Graphs depicting a) lumbar moment (Nm) for early and late lifting times averaged 

across nine subjects and b) F-ratio and Fcrit from FANOVA calculations for time series (p<0.05). 
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Subjects appeared to switch to a lifting motion associated with less lumbar moment when 

handling the box around pick-up and at box placement.  Around box pick-up, a statistically more 

stooped posture, observed as a higher peak trunk flexion angle was also observed, which would 

account for a lower lumbar moment as the subject was able to position the box closer to their 

centre of mass.  Around box placement (82% lift time), trunk angular velocity did not reverse 

directions.  In the early lifting phase, subjects may have moved into trunk extension before 

moving back into flexion for box placement whereas in the late lifting phase, a more fluid motion 

was used to place the box as part of the continuous, extension motion.  This may also account for 

the observed lower moment prior to box placement in the late lifting phase.  Eliminating the 

waveform structure of the loading curve diminished the amount of analysis that could be made 

about how and when subjects were willing to sustain larger amounts of lumbar load.  These 

results could lead to a better understanding of how subjects change to a less load-intensive lifting 

pattern as fatigue develops throughout a lifting session.  It may also have the potential to 

elucidate mechanisms of injury among specific populations, or identify optimal strategies that 

could be promoted as a safe lifting technique.   

 

Limitations of the FDA method were evident in this analysis, and additional work is required to 

identify the most appropriate method of F-statistic analysis.  There are theoretical difficulties with 

analyzing the F-ratio at each time point (Yang, Shen, Xu, & Shoptaw, 2007), as was done in this 

paper.  Khalaf et al. (1999) have discussed the appropriateness of using a Bonferroni adjustment 

for multiple comparisons in order to control the Type 1 error.  As they pointed out, this would 

unreasonably reduce a typical α =0.05 to αadj = 0.05/sample size.  A more realistic method for 

functional data may be to impose the requirement that a certain number of simultaneous F-ratios 

must exceed the Fcrit in order to be considered significant for that period in time.  There has been 
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no research towards identifying what that critical number should be.  In the time since Ramsay’s 

introduction of FDA (Ramsay & Silverman, 1997), additional researchers have identified that the 

point-wise method of FANOVA analysis used here is inadequate, and must be replaced by a more 

sophisticated measure.  It was utilized in the current context due to its ease of calculation and past 

practice by other authors (Ramsay et al., 1996; Khalaf et al., 1999).  Shen and Faraway (2004) 

defined a functional F test that was not dependent on the number of basis functions chosen and 

warrants implementation.  Yang et al. (2007) later expanded that method to facilitate the analysis 

of data collected in a repeated measures design.  The Westfall-Young Randomization Method 

proposed by Cox and Lee (2007) holds promise as a simple method by which specific differences 

can be identified along the curve.  None of these methods were easily implemented within the 

currently available FDA R package.  Therefore, future research should aim to make these 

methods more readily accessible to researchers in fields outside of mathematics and statistics. 

 

The use of basis smoothing has the additional benefit of being able to represent a large number of 

data points by a significantly smaller number of bases and their corresponding coefficients, 

making the manipulation of large datasets often used in biomechanics applications 

computationally efficient.  Efficient methods of data reduction have been identified as an 

emerging challenge of gathering cumulative load data from various joints over many hours 

(Mathiassen & Winkel, 1991; Callaghan, 2006).  Since FDA incorporates basis smoothing in it’s 

methodology, it also provides a useful solution to this problem as well. 
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5.0 Conclusion 

 

Traditional scalar values can identify peak or mean differences in the curves but may fail to 

characterize less obvious ways in which subjects’ motion patterns were altered.  Across many 

subjects, the FANOVA may be a better tool for analyzing the variance that cannot be captured 

with traditional measures.  Granata et al. (1999) felt that the variance among subjects’ motion 

patterns was noteworthy; they went so far as to recommend that ergonomic analyses consider the 

effect of variability on spinal loads and risk of injury.  It appears that FDA provides researchers 

with a way to analyze the dynamic and varying nature of human motion by maintaining the 

waveforms for analysis rather than extracting traditional measures.  It may have the potential to 

identify different lifting patterns, which could be linked to higher risk of injury or optimal loading 

strategies.  Further refinement of the F-statistic will enable a more robust analysis using FDA. 
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APPENDIX 2A 

Example R code for performing FANOVA on hip and trunk kinematic variables 

#File from processing are separated into 2 times, 5 curves per subject in rows 
curves<-matrix(scan("All Trunk Curves.txt"), nrow=18,ncol=100,byrow=TRUE) 
data<-t(curves) 
 
#create a basis for the data 
range <- c(0,1) 
liftint <- 1/(100-1) 
liftime <- seq(0,1,liftint) 
norder=4 
nbasis=100 
satbasis <-create.bspline.basis(range, nbasis, norder) 
Lfdobj<-int2Lfd(2) 
lambda<-1e-6 
liftfdPar<-fdPar(satbasis,Lfdobj,lambda) 
smoothlift<-smooth.basis(liftime,data,liftfdPar) 
liftfd<-smoothlift$fd 
liftmatrix <- eval.fd(liftime,liftfd) 
meanliftfd <- mean.fd(liftfd) 
meanliftmat <- eval.fd(liftime,meanliftfd) 
plotfit.fd(data,liftime,liftfd, residual=TRUE,sort=TRUE) 
 
# set up fANOVA matrix model Z to define treatment effects j of 2 time blocks 
#First row represent grandmean (mu)followed by 2 coefficients (alpha) to form Beta(t) 
Z<-array(0,c(18,3)) 
Z[,1] <-1 
Z[c(1:9),2]<-1 
Z[c(10:18),3]<-1 
#attach extra row at end to force treatment effect to sum to zero 
z101 <- matrix(1,1,3) 
z101[1]<-0 
Z<-rbind(Z,z101) 
 
p <- 3 
xfdlist <- vector("list",p) 
for (j in 1:p) xfdlist[[j]] <- Z[,j] 
 
# add zero function in column 11 of length 30 bases 
coef <-liftfd$coefs 
coef101<-cbind(coef,matrix(0,100,1)) 
liftfd$coefs<-coef101 
liftfdcoef <-liftfd$coefs 
 
norder <- 6 
lessbasis<-24 
smallbasis <-create.bspline.basis(range,lessbasis,norder) 
 
#define the augmented basis system as an fd object 
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augmoment <-fd(liftfdcoef,satbasis) 
 
#  set up the basis for the regression functions with substantially fewer basis 
nbetabasis <-12 
betabasis  <- create.bspline.basis(range, nbetabasis) 
 
#  set up the functional parameter object for the regression fns. 
Lfdobj=2 
estimate  <- TRUE 
lambda    <- 0 
betafdPar <- fdPar(betabasis, Lfdobj, lambda, estimate) 
 
 
#change the regression function fdPar into a list 
betalist <- vector("list",p) 
for (j in 1:p) betalist[[j]] <- betafdPar 
 
#  compute regression coefficient functions and predicted functions 
fRegressList <- fRegress(augmoment, xfdlist, betalist) 
 
#  plot regression functions (2 plots for 2 times) 
betaestlist <- fRegressList$betaestlist 
par(mfrow=c(2,2)) 
for (j in 1:p) { 
 betaestParfdj <- betaestlist[[j]] 
 plot(betaestParfdj$fd, xlab="Time", ylab="Moment")) 
 
#Plot coefficient regression function 
regressfdPar <- betaestlist[[1]] 
betafd1 <- regressfdPar$fd 
regresscurve<-eval.fd(liftime,betafd1) 
 
#plot coefficient function for effect of time block (1 or 9) 
regressfdPar2 <- betaestlist[[2]] 
betafd2 <- regressfdPar2$fd 
earlybetacurve<-eval.fd(liftime,betafd2) 
regressfdPar3 <- betaestlist[[3]] 
betafd3 <- regressfdPar3$fd 
latebetacurve<-eval.fd(liftime,betafd3) 
#  plot predicted functions using estimated functional object returned by fRegress 
estliftobj <- fRegressList$yhatfdobj 
plot(estliftobj) 
 
#Calculate sum of squares about mean using angle function and grandmean 
ymeanmat  <- eval.fd(liftime, grandmean) 
estmeanmat <-eval.fd(liftime,estliftobj) 
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Chapter 3 

 

Accuracy of inertial motion sensors in static, quasi-static and dynamic 

motion 

 

Abstract 

 

Inertial Motion Sensors (IMS) combine three sensors to produce a reportedly stable and accurate 

orientation estimate in three dimensions. Although accuracy has been reported within the range of 

2º of error by manufacturers, the sensors are rarely tested in the challenging variation present in 

human motion.  Their accuracy was tested in static, quasi-static and dynamic situations against 

gold-standard Vicon camera data.  It was found that static and quasi-static RMS error was even 

less than manufacturers’ technical specifications.  Quasi-static RMS error was minimal at 0.3º 

(±0.15º SD) on the roll axis, 0.29º (±0.20º SD) on the pitch axis and 0.73º (±0.81º SD) on the yaw 

axis.  Dynamic RMS error was less than 2º on all three axes for planar pendulum motion. 

Complex arm motion in the forward reaching plane proved to be a greater challenge for the 

sensors to track, with errors ranging between 5º and 14º and as high as 65º in some cases. Results 

were compared to previously reported studies..   
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1.0 Introduction 

 

Tracking of human kinematic motion has traditionally been accomplished via optoelectronic or 

electromagnetic systems that are tied to a lab-based setting.  They require proximity to both 

software and hardware components, making them unsuited for portable data collection in the 

field.  Field testing is desirable from an ergonomic perspective because human kinematics can be 

recorded as they occur in their real-world environment, and eliminate the cost of mock-up 

situations that do not adequately simulate the workplace.  Until recently, field-based kinematic 

descriptions of human motion have relied on digital video.  While video has some advantages for 

simplicity and portability, it also suffers from many known difficulties and 2-dimensional (2-D) 

limitations.   

 

Lately, researchers have attempted to acquire consistent and stable three-dimensional human 

motion data from both accelerometers and gyroscopes (Luinge, Veltink, & Baten, 1999; Luinge 

& Vetltink, 2004; Aminian & Najafi, 2004; Kemp, Janssen, & van der Kamp, 1998).  Both 

systems have disadvantages that limit their utility in obtaining accurate human kinematic data: it 

is difficult to extract the acceleration due to motion from the effect of gravity using accelerometer 

data while integrated angular velocity from gyroscopes is subject to a large amount of drift 

(Roetenberg, Luinge, Baten & Veltink, 2005).  Several companies now produce units under a 

variety of acronyms (IMS, MEMS, IMU) that use three technologies (accelerometers, gyroscopes 

and magnetometers) along with proprietary filters and algorithms to provide drift-free, accurate 

orientation values (Luinge, & Veltink 2005; Bachmann, McGhee, Yun, & Zyda, 2003; Zhu & 

Zhou, 2004; Roetenberg, Buurke, Veltink, Forner, & Hermens, 2003).   
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Manufacturers of inertial motion sensors (IMS) report orientation values accurate to within 2º 

RMS error in dynamic motion (Xsens Technologies).  However, the reported accuracy of these 

next-generation inertial units has recently been questioned by Brodie, Walmsley, & Page (2008).  

In pendulum motion, Brodie et al. (2008) reported errors as high as 30º which caused them to 

question the utility of the sensors in ambulatory settings.  Notably, Luinge, Veltink, & Baten 

(2007) observed that arm motion during activities of daily living was associated with errors in 

excess of 40º, subsequently corrected with a constraint approach that dropped the error to 20º.  In 

addition, Pfau, Witte, & Wilson (2005) reported errors as high as 5.4º when measuring horse 

trunk motion.  Picerno, Cereatii, & Cappozzo (2008) used a calibration protocol akin to accepted 

stereophotogrammetric methods (Cappozzo, Della Croce, Leardini, & Chiari, 2005) with static 

errors as high as 8.3º for an upright posture and absolute errors across a gait cycle ranging from 

3.0º to 21.7º (Picerno et al., 2008).   To date, experiments that challenge the sensors to track 

human motion using a gold standard method of comparison are limited to a single gait stride 

(Picerno et al., 2008) and a few activities of daily living (Luinge et al., 2007).  This work will 

measure orientation accuracy during upper-body movements occurring within the entire reach 

envelope. 

 

This technical note will demonstrate the accuracy of inertial motion sensors (IMS) in reproducing 

static and quasi-static motion.  It will also report the accuracy of simple pendulum motion and 

complex human dynamic motion when compared against a gold-standard optical tracking system.   
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2.0 Method 

 

All testing was performed with the MTx version of the Xsens inertial motion sensor (Xsens, 

Enschede, Netherlands) in an area known to be free of any large pieces of metal or other 

electromagnetic disturbances to minimize the impact on the magnetometer setting.  Data were 

collected with manufacturer-provided software while data analysis was done with a customized 

LabView program (National Instruments, Austin, TX) and Excel spreadsheets (Microsoft Office, 

Seattle, WA).  Manufacturer default settings for the sensor fusion algorithm settings (weighting 

factor and filter gain) were used while the option of adapting to magnetic disturbance was turned 

off for reported results.  Investigations in our lab suggested that for optimal filter performance, 

the sensors required a settling period of 10 seconds prior to beginning a trial and this protocol has 

been accepted as common practice for all recording sessions.  For the static, quasi-static and 

dynamic, pendulum trials, the global reset function was reset at the start of every trial.   

 

A static test was completed by holding the unit in a fixed orientation while quantifying the 

amount of drift that occurred on the three axes after a period of ten minutes.  This test was 

completed three times and results were averaged for each axis.  The quasi-static testing mode was 

completed with one sensor attached to a rotating block affixed to a protractor with a fine arrow 

indicator (Figure 3.1).  The unit was zeroed (with the global reset function) at 0º, and then moved 

10º and held stationary for three seconds before moving to the next measurement.  Measurements 

were taken in 10º increments from 0º to 180º, and repeated for three trials on three axes (roll, 

pitch and yaw).  RMS errors for the quasi-static testing were averaged across three trials and 

across the nineteen increments from 0º to 180º. 
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Figure 3.1: IMS set-up for quasi-static testing. Sensor attached to rotating white block and rotated 

while the metal pointer indicated the orientation estimate on the protractor. 
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The dynamic testing was completed in a 12-camera Vicon (Vicon PEAK, Oxford, UK) lab, 

calibrated with a previously reported spatial accuracy of 1mm.  For the first experiment, a single 

IMS unit was affixed to a suspended L-shaped form that allowed free pendular motion (Figure 

3.2).  Four reflective markers were also affixed to the structure in a non-collinear arrangement to 

determine orientation in x, y and z axis from 3D Vicon coordinates.  

 

Three trials of pendulum motion of approximately 2 Hz lasting about fifteen to twenty seconds 

each were recorded consecutively in a trial lasting about one minute, with the pendulum arm 

being stopped and started between trials.  The IMS was tested in all three orientations using the 

same protocol.  Since IMS data were sampled at 100 Hz and Vicon data at 120 Hz, the two data 

samples were reduced to 20 Hz, and peaks were aligned using the correlation between the two 

signals.  RMS errors and correlation values were recorded and averaged across the three trials for 

each axis of rotation (roll, pitch, yaw). 

 

Another experiment to test complex human motion consisted of sweeping arm motions within the 

subject’s comfortable reach envelope using a 6-camera Peak Motus optical system.  Two trials of 

arm-only sweeping motion was followed by three trials of more complex sweeping and reaching 

movements that mimicked table washing and also included involvement of the trunk in the 

forward plane.  One trial was completed to mimic a series of six asymmetric box lifts without 

actually picking up a physical box. 
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Figure 3.2: Testing apparatus for dynamic pendulum motion trials. Each axis of the IMS was 

tested separately by rotating the unit on the form to be parallel with the axis of rotation. 

IMS SENSOR 
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After obtaining informed consent for a protocol approved by the University Ethics Review Board, 

the subject was instrumented with at least three non-collinear, reflective markers and one IMS 

unit on each segment of interest: lumbar spine, thoracic spine, head, right and left arm and 

forearm.  A ten-second trial with the subject standing in a standardized soldier posture was 

recorded.  The average 3-dimensional (3-D) x,y,z reflective marker positions reconstructed from 

the optical camera system during the soldier trial were used to create a calibration coordinate 

system.  A similar calibration coordinate system matrix was created for the IMS unit during the 

soldier trial.  All subsequent trial data in both collection systems were expressed with respect to 

the calculated calibration matrices.  The orientation of the segment was determined using a 

Cardan decomposition that extracted orientation angles in order of decreasing range of motion 

(Tupling & Pierrynowski, 1987). 

 

The orientation estimates from both the optical system (sampled at 120Hz) and IMS system 

(sampled at 50Hz) were re-sampled to 60Hz, and peaks were aligned using correlation.  Since the 

IMS world system could not be perfectly aligned with the Vicon global system, the method 

reported by Picerno et al. (2008) was used to align the two curves with respect to the offset value 

between the two curves – calculated as the mean absolute error between the two curves.  Once 

aligned, the dissimilarity of the curves was expressed using the RMS error between the two 

aligned curves for the duration of each trial for all segment axes (Picerno et al., 2008). 

 

3.0 Results 

 

All results for the static, quasi-static and dynamic pendulum tests were considered to be within 

reason of the manufacturer’s suggested ranges of error (Table 3.1). A ten-minute static test 
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yielded minimal drift of 0.09º (±0.05º SD) on the roll axis, 0.03º (±0.03º SD) on the pitch axis 

and 0.84º (±0.38º SD) on the yaw axis.  All values were considered negligible over the long 

testing period.  The quasi-static testing trials yielded less than 0.30º RMS error on the roll and 

pitch axes, and 0.73º on the yaw axes.   Dynamic testing for the pendulum motion was less than 

2º error on all axes.  In addition, dynamic pendulum IMS orientation data were highly correlated 

to Vicon-derived orientation estimates (R2>0.970) on all axes, and an example trial is presented in 

Figure 3.3.  The RMS values presented in Table 3.2 represent error across an entire trial whereas 

the orientation estimates varied between the two systems throughout different points of the trial, 

with a maximal reported difference of 17.3º in one trial of motion about the pitch axis.  The 

maximal RMS value averaged across trials was 4.5º on the roll axis, 9.6º on the pitch axis and 

7.6º on the yaw axis.   

 

The dissimilarity of the trials expressed as the RMS difference between IMS unit and Vicon 

markers following alignment during complex dynamic upper body motion is presented in Table 

3.2.  Orientation error in trunk segments (lumbar, thorax, head) during the arm sweep trials 

remained less than 2º error but increased to about 4º on all axes during the table washing trials.  

Some individual angular estimates of error were as high as 17º for trunk segments.  The range of 

angular motion occurring in the arm (Figure 3.3) for both trials (sweeping and table washing) was 

much higher than in the trunk (Figure 3.4).  The absolute value of corresponding RMS error was 

higher in right arm segments compared to the observed trunk error.  Sweeping trials ranged 

between 3º and 9º RMS on all axes for the right arm with even greater increases (>10º and as high 

as 26º) recorded for table washing trials.  Instances of maximal error for the arm segments 

reached >30º in some trials. 
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Table 3.1: Mean (± SD)RMS errors (º) averaged for three trials for roll, pitch, yaw axes.

 ROLL PITCH YAW 
Static 0.09º ±0.05 0.03º ±0.03 0.84º ±0.38 

Quasi-static 0.30º ±0.15 0.30º ±0.20 0.70º ±0.80 
Dynamic 
Pendulum 1.50º ±1.20 1.70º ±1.60 1.70º ±1.70 
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Figure 3.3: Angular orientation time series from gold standard Vicon estimate versus IMS for one 

trial of pendulum motion about the roll axis.  Correspondence between the two data sets for 

pendulum motion was quite high (r2=0.999). 
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Table 3.2: Mean (±SD) RMS error (°) and maximum RMS error (°) for averaged trials of sweep and table wash, and one trial of 

asymmetric lifting.  Motion about anterior-posterior (Xaxis), medio-lateral axis (Yaxis) and longitudinal axis (Zaxis). 

  RMS Error Maximum RMS Error 
Trial Segment Xaxis Yaxis Zaxis Xaxis Yaxis Zaxis 

Sweep Lumbar 1.4 ± 0.04 1.3 ± 0.25 1.0 ± 0.05 5.7 ± 3.4 6.3 ± 4.0 5.1 ± 3.3 
 Thorax 2.3 ± 0.11 1.5 ± 0.31 3.8 ± 2.22 5.8 ± 3.3 4.6 ± 3.0 10.3 ± 6.0 
 Head 1.7 ± 0.33 1.3 ± 0.19 0.7 ± 0.58 5.2 ± 3.3 5.6 ± 3.6 3.5 ± 2.5 
 Right Arm 12.7± 0.06 8.9 ± 0.01 25.5 ± 5.23 34.1 ± 19.8 30.8 ± 19.0 53.9 ± 31.1 
 Right Forearm 8.6 ± 0.65 2.2 ± 0.12 5.6 ± 1.07 19.4 ± 11.2 6.5 ± 3.8 19.3 ± 11.8 
 Left Arm 2.8 ± 0.07 3.3 ± 0.26 2.8 ± 3.96 11.5 ± 7.1 13.3 ± 8.6 10.9 ± 6.6 
 Left Forearm 1.0 ± 0.09 0.6 ± 0.17 1.8 ± 0.94 5.8 ± 4.6 2.5 ± 1.8 7.0 ± 4.3 

Table Wash Lumbar 4.1 ±  2.4 3.5 ± 0.8 2.0 ± 0.4 12.5 ± 4.7 10.5 ± 4.6 8.1 ± 2.8 
 Thorax 4.0 ± 1.4 3.4 ± 2.6 6.0 ± 3.9 13.1 ± 5.3 7.7 ± 5.4 17.4 ± 13.1 
 Head 2.2 ± 0.3 3.0 ± 1.6 9.8 ± 4.0 12.8 ± 7.1 11.0 ± 5.1 40.6 ± 22.2 
 Right Arm 14.8 ± 1.9 12.4 ± 0.6 25.6 ± 2.1 45.8 ± 11.2 39.5 ± 5.9 64.1 ± 7.4 
 Right Forearm 9.7 ± 2.3 6.3 ± 3.2 13.4 ± 4.5 30.6 ± 5.0 19.2 ± 8.3 38.1 ± 7.06 

 Left Arm 7.1 ± 1.8 9.3 ± 2.3 12.1 ± 4.0 31.8 ± 9.9 32.3 ± 12.8 64.5 ± 17.0 
 Left Forearm 4.5 ± 3.3 3.5 ± 2.7 2.9 ± 1.2 17.6 ± 13.8 14.6 ± 12.0 14.1 ± 8.6 

Asymmetric Lumbar 5.5 9.8 11.2 12.9 26.3 26.2 
Lifting Thorax 4.9 6.9 12.4 15.4 17.1 32.1 

 Head 11.7 6.3 14.4 30.9 18.4 47.1 
 Right Arm 9.6 13.1 17.1 33.1 33.2 55.5 
 Right Forearm 9.6 11.1 19.4 28.1 30.2 59.1 
 Left Arm 12.9 16.2 23.6 49.8 42.2 74.2 
 Left Forearm 7.8 9.5 20.9 24.4 30.7 65.2 
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Figure 3.4: Angular orientation in three axes (anterior-posterior (Xaxis), medio-lateral (Yaxis), 

longitudinal (Zaxis)) for the forearm performing a back and forth, up and down sweeping motion 

in the forward reach space envelope of the subject. 
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During motions that mimicked asymmetric lifting tasks, trunk estimates of error increased 

substantially compared to the sweeping and reaching trials, which typically limited trunk motion 

to the sagittal plane.  For the head, lumbar and thorax segments, RMS ranged from 5º to 14º with 

maximal error reported at 47º for the left forearm (Table 3.2).   Similarly, the arm segments had 

increased levels of RMS error during the lifting trial, typically between 8º and 13º, but error on 

some axes was >20º.  This range of error represented at most, about 22% of the total range of 

motion (>100º) for the arm segments and about 8 to 23% of the trunk range of motion (~60º). 

 

4.0 Discussion 

 

Quasi-static testing of the IMS sensor against gold standard data demonstrated that reported 

manufacturer claims for RMS errors are within reason.  This experiment produced a similar 

amount of negligible RMS error of 0.44º averaged across all three axes.  Further, in simple 

pendulum motion about each axis of the sensor, the sensors performed as advertised (<2º error) 

by manufacturers (Xsens Technologies).  These results, however, are considerably better than the 

results found by Brodie et al. (2008), who observed RMS errors across the trial as high as 11.7º 

when using the proprietary Kalman filter, in addition to a peak error of 30º.  In contrast, the peak 

error in this experiment was observed on the pitch axis and was considerably lower (9.6º).  The 

range of movement in our experiment was slightly less and the duration was slightly less than in 

the Brodie et al. (2008) experiment, which may have impacted our results favorably.  Brodie et al. 

(2008) also observed that error accumulated across time, but that stopping and starting the sensors 

could eliminate that tendency and improve the angular estimate; this effect was also observed in 
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the current experiment.  A working knowledge of the sensors performance over time will help to 

develop calibration routines that will maximize orientation estimates in long-duration collections. 

 

A field-based motion capture device must have the ability to accurately capture large ranges of 

motion during complex movements of many different segments.  For this reason, a dynamic arm 

sweeping test and table-washing task were used to test the ability of the sensors to capture upper-

body movement within the extreme reach space envelope: up-down, side-to-side, forward-

backward.  Although RMS error for arm segments in our experiment was generally larger than 

the dynamic pendulum experiment, the motion also involved a much larger range of reach motion 

than previously measured.  During these tasks, orientation error using the IMS unit on the arm 

and forearm was as high as 65º, but typically between 3º and 15º for a movement that had a range 

of motion close to 100º on two axes.  In a motion involving lower body segments with a much 

smaller range of motion, Picerno et al. (2008) tracked a gait cycle with an IMS sensor and found 

RMS errors as high as 21.7º for the internal-external rotation measure, representing 32.5% of the 

range of motion.  In the sweeping trials used in our experiment, where the trunk segments moved 

very little (range of motion 25º), RMS was reported between 1º and 4º RMS error for all 

segments and all axes.   

 

The error in this experiment was similar to that reported by Pfau et al. (2005) when using IMS 

units to measure trunk motion from a horse in walk, trot and canter motions and not unlike the 

results presented by Picerno et al. (2008) for a walking gait.  The final trial of more complex 

motion used in our study (asymmetric lifts) resulted in larger absolute values of RMS error.  

However, when presented in the context of a percentage of the range of motion, the upper end of 

the error range was roughly 23% of the range of motion for the task.  It was noted that the 
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orientation error tended to peak at times when the segments were changing direction, particularly 

evident on the X and Y axes in Figure 3.4.  Zhou and Hu (2007) previously noted this 

phenomenon in conjunction with inertial motion sensors and attributed it to overshoots of the 

inertial sensors during periods of fast orientation change.  The back and forth motion of the 

sweeping and table-washing trials used in this experiment likely resulted in the magnified error at 

points when the segments would be reversing direction.  The quality of the Kalman filter has also 

been questioned due to its focus on predicting orientation from motion with a known Gaussian-

error distribution (Brodie et al., 2008; Zhou et al., 2006). 

 

Compared to lab-bound systems with well-established sources of error, the IMS sensors tested 

here demonstrated motion-dependent error that would not be acceptable for lab-based 

investigation (Brodie et al., 2008; Luinge et al., 2007). Additional sources of error that must be 

controlled to produce better orientation estimates include soft-tissue artifact and positioning of the 

subject’s anatomical axes in the calibration frame.  The assumption used in this experiment was 

that the anatomical axes were aligned with the world coordinate system during the calibration 

pose and a rotation matrix was used to describe this pose.  Recently, several works have 

advocated the need for a more sophisticated calibration strategy (Luinge et al., 2007; Picerno et 

al., 2008; O’Donovan et al., 2007; Favre et al., 2008).  Additionally, when calibrating the IMS 

system in a second, externally referenced system, the researcher must take care to align the two 

world systems.  In the current work, an extra IMS sensor was situated at the origin of the lab-

based system, which allowed transformation of coordinates collected in one space to be expressed 

in the second world space.  However, as noted by Rachid et al. (2008) it is possible that 

systematic misalignment between the two world coordinate systems may induce additional error 

into the orientation estimates of the IMS units.  Future work should aim to properly align all 
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orientations of the lab coordinate system with the Xsens world coordinate system.  The IMS 

system was attached to the segment of interest using an elastic cuff and Velcro system.  

Considerable extraneous movement was observed between the IMS sensor and the underlying 

segment, and large amounts of adhesive tape were used to minimize that error.  A more secure 

system would be required for field-based studies.  Despite these current limitations, ongoing 

development may reveal that IMS units produce acceptable levels of motion tracking for studies 

of human motion. 
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Chapter 4 

 

Accuracy of lumbar moments for field applications using an inertial 

motion sensor system 

 

Abstract 

 

New technology called inertial motion sensors (IMS) has provided practitioners with a more 

portable way of tracking segment orientation in space. Combined with an anthropometric model, 

the sensors can provide relative positional information for input to a hands-down inverse dynamic 

model for calculating joint loading.  The goal of this paper was to compare the accuracy of 

lumbar moments from positional coordinates determined from a Peak Motus system against those 

estimated with the IMS system.  During simple motions, extensor lumbar moment error ranged 

from 10-20% of the peak trial value and in additional cases, the error was much greater (25-30% 

of the peak value).  Although the system demonstrated some potential for calculating lumbar 

moment, significant improvements to the calibration and anatomical model must be pursued 

before using the system in field-based applications. 
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1.0 Introduction 

 

Despite improved knowledge of lower back compression limits (NIOSH, 1991) and a concerted 

effort at improving the physical demands of manual materials handling jobs, workers are still 

being injured in the industrial sector.  Since cumulative load was first documented as a risk factor 

for low back pain (Kumar, 1990; Norman et al., 1998) there has been an emphasis on recording 

levels of cumulative low back load exposure in industry.  Researchers have two options on this 

front: mock up a work task in a well-controlled laboratory setting that allows for accurate 

estimates of lumbar moment or use less sophisticated methods of lumbar moment estimation in 

the field.  Picture- or video-based methods have been widely accepted as ways to document 2-

dimensional (2-D) lumbar moment in selected postures recorded during field tasks.  Callaghan, 

Jackson, Albert, Andrews, & Potvin (2003) went one step further to create a 3DMatch software 

program, capable of estimating three-dimensional (3-D) cumulative load from 2-D video, but the 

moments calculated are quasi-static, which has been shown to overestimate the moment (McGill 

& Norman, 1985).  Despite good inter-rater reliability between users of the program (Jackson, 

Reed, Andrews, Albert, & Callaghan, 2003), the posture-bin approach is quite time consuming 

even once the video has been decimated to 3Hz.  Sutherland, Albert, Wrigley, & Callaghan 

(2008) found that even with multiple camera views, it was difficult for users to gauge the amount 

of asymmetric twist used by workers when looking at a 2-D video record, which led to substantial 

misrepresentation of shear force.   

 

Further to these limitations, there are still workplaces that are resistant to the use of video in their 

facility or workplaces whose environment is not conducive to recording consistent data records 

for the task of interest.  Sutherland et al. (2008) have noted the need for researchers to document 
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levels of cumulative load found in industrial tasks in order to understand mechanisms behind 

musculoskeletal injuries experienced in the workplace.  This interest is driving the need for a 

field-based collection tool that is capable of computing accurate 3-D, dynamic forces and 

moments throughout a workshift.   

 

Barbour and Schmidt (2001) noted that advances in wireless sensor technologies were quickly 

moving inertial sensor use from navigation applications to consumer applications such as 

animation and motion capture.  Extensive work has been completed to fuse gyroscope, 

accelerometer and magnetometer data in an effort to eliminate the individual downfalls that each 

sensor presents: too much noise is introduced into integrated acceleration data from 

accelerometers, while integrated angular velocity from gyroscopes is subject to a large amount of 

drift due to the effects of increasing temperature on the unit (Roetenberg, Luinge, Baten, & 

Veltink, 2005).  To solve this, integrated angular velocity data from the gyroscopes can be 

continuously corrected by referencing magnetic north with the magnetometer, along with an 

inclination estimate from the accelerometer to produce virtually drift-free orientation values 

(Roetenberg, Buurke, Veltink, Forner, & Hermens, 2003; Luinge & Veltink, 2005; Bachmann, 

McGhee, Yun, & Zyda, 2003; Zhu & Zhou, 2004).  Roetenberg et al. (2005) further demonstrated 

that including a magnetic compensation algorithm into the sensing units’ on-line processors was a 

critical component of achieving accurate and drift-free orientation estimates in a magnetically 

disturbed environment.  Several companies now produce inertial motion sensors under a variety 

of acronyms (IMS, MEMS, IMU) that use the three technologies (accelerometers, gyroscopes and 

magnetometers) along with proprietary filters and algorithms to provide drift-free, accurate 

orientation values.  Despite the manufacturer’s claims on the precision of the units, recent testing 

of these sensors has revealed rather large errors in measured orientation, which researchers have 
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attempted to minimize through various calibration routines as well as through custom-made 

algorithms (Brodie, Walmsley, & Page, 2008a; Picerno, Cereatti, & Cappozzo, 2008; Pfau, 

White, & Wilson, 2005; O’Donovan, Kamnik, O’Keeffe, & Lyons, 2007; Luinge, Veltink, & 

Baten, 2007; Zhu & Zhou, 2004).   

 

Determining low-back loading during lifting tasks has been accomplished by many research 

groups by applying the principles of rigid-body mechanics to the human body (Plamondon, 

Gagnon, & Desjardins, 1996; Kingma, de Looze, Toussaint, Klijnsma, & Bruijnen, 1996).  

Despite several broad assumptions in the models, the outcome has been considered a viable 

means of estimating in-vivo joint forces and torques.  However, in addition to segment 

orientations, an estimate of positional coordinates for the segment centre-of-mass is required.  

Most recently, researchers have attempted to create a relative set of position coordinates using 

inertial sensors fused with additional sources of external position (Roetenberg, 2007; Brodie, 

Walmsley, & Page, 2008b).  Roetenberg (2007) noted that the discrepancies in position were 

likely still too large compared to accepted biomechanical methods using optoelectronic and video 

technologies.  Another approach to acquiring six degrees of freedom (DOF) has been to estimate 

positions using the segment’s rotation matrix expressed in the global coordinate system combined 

with a segment length (Zhou, Hu, & Tao, 2006; Zhou & Hu, 2007).  Applying this method to 

acquire wrist and elbow joint positions from a two-segment arm model yielded position errors of 

the wrist joint as high as 9.1cm, whereas a simulated annealing approach limited positional errors 

to about 2 cm (Zhou et al., 2006).   

 

Generating this relative positional data from IMS units allows biomechanists to use a 3-D, inverse 

dynamic model to calculate forces and moments for any joint of interest in the linked model 
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(Robertson, Caldwell, Hamill, Kamen, & Whittlesey, 2004).  It also provides the means for 

continuously measuring joint load experienced by workers throughout their entire work shift.  

Currently this type of long-term, dynamic cumulative joint loading information is unattainable 

since accurate 3-D, kinematic motion collection is restricted to a lab setting.  However, a system 

destined to be used in industry must also be fast and easy to setup with minimal involvement of 

complicated calibration routines and encumberance to the workers.   

 

The purpose of this study is to compare the kinematic and kinetic data generated with the IMS 

model to an accepted gold-standard estimate generated from data recorded in a gold-standard 

video lab.  This study will focus on the accuracy of the lumbar moment only, recognizing the 

limits in the accuracy of the sensors.  The Root-Mean-Square (RMS) error between the lumbar 

moments estimated from the IMS system and the moments generated in the gold standard 

approach, will be calculated to assess the accuracy of the IMS system.  If the RMS error remains 

within 15% (accepted by previous models in the field (Callaghan et al. 2001; Plamondon et al. 

1996), the IMS system will be considered a viable tool to be used in industry for lumbar moment 

estimation.   

 

2.0 Method 

 

2.1 Model Definition 

 

An upper-body model was defined using rigid links to represent the following seven segments: 

lumbar spine (L5/S1-T12/L1), thoracic spine (T12/L1-C7/T1), head (C7/T1-vertex), right and left 
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upper arm (shoulder joint centre – elbow joint centre), and right and left forearm/hand (elbow 

joint centre – 3rd metacarpal joint).  The rigid link segments were assumed to be connected by pin 

joints with no translation possible between links.  Body-segment parameters (mass, centre of 

gravity (COG) and inertial parameters) for the head, arm and forearm/hand were estimated using 

the equations of Zatsiorsky modified by de Leva (1996).  To redefine the trunk segments using 

alternate planes of segmentation as defined above, the method reported by Lariviere and Gagnon 

(1999) was used to calculate mass, length and COG location for the lumbar segment (L5/S1-

T12/L1) and the thoracic segment (T12/L1-C7/T1).  Inertial parameters for the trunk segments 

were determined using the equations reported by de Leva (1996) with these adjusted segment 

lengths.  The principal axes of rotation were assumed to coincide with the defined anatomical 

axes for the segments.  Anatomical axes were defined as follows: positive x-axis directed 

anteriorly, positive y-axis directed from right to left, positive z-axis directed superiorly. 

 

2.2 Kinematic Data Collection 

 

2.2.1 Gold Standard Protocol 

 

The kinematic data considered to be the gold standard in this experiment were acquired from six 

infrared video cameras recording at 60Hz.  The subject (mass=65kg, height=166cm) was outfitted 

with three non-collinear reflective markers on each of the seven segments to track segment 

kinematics during the trials using a Peak Motus system (Figure 4.1).  These tracking markers 

were related to internal joint locations using a calibration trial with additional markers used to 

demarcate specific anatomical landmarks (Lariviere & Gagnon, 1998; Capozzo, Della Croce, 
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Leardini, & Chiari, 2005).  In this way, segment COG positions could be tracked with a reduced 

set of markers using a constant rotation matrix that related global tracking marker positions to 

anatomical locations (Figure 4.2).     

 

Marker trajectories determined in the Peak Motus global coordinate system (GCS) were filtered 

using a second-order, dual-pass Butterworth filter with the optimal cutoff frequency determined 

from residuals for all subjects, all segments, and all axes individually (Winter, 2004).  Cutoff 

frequencies ranged from 1.5Hz to 4Hz depending on the segment.  Linear displacements of the 

segment COG position were differentiated twice using equations (1) and (2) to determine linear 

velocities and linear accelerations for the time series in a Matlab routine.  

 

 

  

         

 

        

where:  x is displacement data 

n is the nth sampled frame 

v = linear velocity (first derivative of displacement) 

a = linear acceleration (second derivative of displacement) 

Δt is the time between frames. 

 

                vn = x n+1 – x n-1             (1)

       2Δt 

 

 

                  an = v n+1 – v n-1                            (2)

      2Δt 
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Figure 4.1: Forearm segment outfitted with three reflective markers in addition to inertial motion 

sensor to track 3-D orientation. 
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Figure 4.2: Flow chart demonstrating inputs for each model and required data to calculate joint moments using recursive Newton-Euler 

formulation.
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Segment angles were decomposed using an YXZ order similar to (Kingma & van Dieen, 2004) 

and in order of decreasing range of motion as recommended by Tupling & Pierrynowski (1987).  

Angular velocities were determined using the method reported by Winter (2004), and angular 

accelerations were computed using equation (2).   

2.2.2 IMS Protocol 

 

Seven MTx sensors from Xsens Technologies were also affixed to each segment in a location that 

aimed to minimize soft-tissue artifact (see Figure 4.1).  Quaternion data were recorded from each 

sensor at a rate of 50Hz and transmitted via Bluetooth to a laptop computer using the MTx 

software provided by the company (Xsens Technologies, 2007).  For all subsequent calculations, 

rotation matrices were calculated from the quaternion representation using equation (3).   

where:  R is the direction cosine matrix  

q = (q0,q1,q2,q3) is the unit quaternion 

 

In the calibration posture, the anatomical axes of each segment was assumed to align with the 

Xsens GCS, while the local sensor rotation matrices were recorded for each sensor on all 

segments during the trial.  The calibration posture used was defined as a soldier posture with 

trunk upright, arms hanging at the side, head facing forward, palms facing in.  The following 

rotation matrix (RRG) was defined for each segment during the calibration trial while in the soldier 

posture using equation (4): 

 

 2q0
2+ 2q1

2 – 1  2q1q2 – 2q0q3  2q0q2 + 2q1q3 

R  =   2q1q2 + 2q0q3                  2q0
2+ 2q2

2 – 1  2q2q3 – 2q0q1                              (3)

 2q1q3 – 2q0q2  2q2q3 + 2q0q1  2q0
2+ 2q3

2 – 1 
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RRGi=inv(RAGi)*RLSi                     (4) 

 

where:  i is the segment  

RAG defines the anatomical axes with respect to the Xsens GCS  

RLS defines the local orientation of the sensor with respect to the Xsens GCS 

   

In subsequent movement trials, the RRG for each segment was then used in equation (5) to relate 

the local sensor orientation in the Xsens GCS to the anatomical axes of the segment for each 

frame of the trial. 

 

RTGit=RTit*inv(RRGi)     (5) 

 

where:  i is the segment  

t is the trial frame number 

RTG defines the anatomical axes in the Xsens GCS 

RT defines the local orientation of the sensor in Xsens GCS 

RRG relates the local orientation of the sensor to the defined anatomical axes. 

 

The orientation of each segment’s anatomical axis is thus represented in the Xsens GCS, and a 

virtual set of position landmarks were defined using simple algebraic principles (Figure 4.2).  

From the anatomical segment orientations (RTG) and the anthropometric skeleton (defined below), 

a set of positional coordinates was determined for each segment endpoint and each frame of data 

using equation (6): 
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Pt=RTGit*lt      (6) 

 

where:  Pt is the relative position of the end of the segment  

l is the length of the segment at each frame (t)   

 

In the absence of highly accurate estimates of bone landmarks that would be available in the Peak 

Motus system, the segment lengths for the Xsens anthropometric model were determined by 

measuring external biomechanical landmarks and adjusting the measures to internal anatomic 

lengths using Zatsiorsky (2002) corrections.  Joint locations were defined relative to a base point 

in the Xsens GCS.  The base joint of (L5/S1) was chosen as a (0,0,0) starting point and adding 

segment endpoint coordinates together from the first joint to the last in the anatomical model 

yielded positional coordinates relative to this for all joints.  The initial anatomical model was built 

assuming that the trunk joints (L5/S1, T12/L1, C7/T1) were positioned vertically on top of each 

other, that the shoulder joint centres were located in a horizontal line along the medial-lateral 

axes, and that the elbow and wrist joints were located vertically below the shoulder joint centres 

while standing in the calibration soldier posture.  These relative positional coordinates were 

filtered with a second-order Butterworth filter using an optimal cutoff frequency (ranging from 2-

6Hz) determined from residual analysis (Winter, 2004).   

 

2.3 Kinetic Calculations 

 

The estimated 3-D, dynamic joint moments were calculated using the recursive Newton-Euler 

formulation (Zatsiorsky, 2002) with both sources of kinematic data: Peak Motus and Xsens (see 
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Figure 4.2).  The segment COM and joint positions measured in the GCS were first transformed 

into the appropriate anatomical axis system prior to calculating joint moments.  According to 

Winter (2004), resultant joint moments at the proximal end of the segment were transformed to 

the global coordinate system, and re-expressed in the subsequent joint anatomical system for the 

next iteration.  Moment calculations proceeded upward from the forearm/hand segment to the 

lumbar segment.  It was assumed that no external moments acted on the most distal forearm/hand 

segment, and that the load at the hands acted in the vertical direction only.  Shoulder moments 

were transmitted across a mass-less shoulder segment to the distal end of the thoracic segment.  

Moments caused by the head segment were added to the two shoulder moments and applied to the 

model at the C7/T1 level.  The Matlab code for kinetic calculations is presented in Appendix A. 

 

2.4 Data Trials 

 

The movement trials consisted of a series of complex reaching motions and simulated task 

motions designed to encompass the entire reach space volume of the subject.  In the two 

sweeping trials, using directions adapted from Sengupta and Das (2000), the subject was asked to 

paint their reach space using back and forth, and up/down motions while keeping an upright trunk 

and straight-arm posture. An additional two trials of table-washing motions (Figure 4.3) were 

completed where the subject was instructed to bend the trunk and arm.  Typically, for one trial 

lasting 45 seconds, the subject covered the reach envelope in 6-8 horizontal sweeps and 12-14 

vertical sweeps.  Two trials that focused on whole-body motion were also completed: a simple 

forward trunk flexion movement and asymmetric twisting box lifts.   
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2.5 Data Treatment 

2.5.1 Data Synchronization 

 

Since there was no electronic way to synchronize the two independent systems (Peak Motus & 

IMS), synchronization of the two sets of data was done by resampling each dataset to 60Hz, and 

aligning the peaks by taking the largest correlation between the two signals.  The Root-Mean-

Square (RMS) difference between the position curves was calculated across the entire movement 

trial.  

 

2.5.2 Moment Data 

 

To further characterize where the errors were distributed for the linked-segment model method, 

the RMS difference between lumbar (L5/S1) moment estimations were calculated between the 

IMS system and the Peak Motus system.  Further post-processing was done using the method 

described by Sengupta and Das (2004) to delineate where errors increased within the reach space 

volume.  Position data and corresponding moment estimations for the movement trial were sorted 

according to vertical z-position and divided into elevations 200 mm wide.  The coordinates within 

each elevation zone were transformed into cylindrical coordinates to produce a radial vector and 

associated angle, θ (Sengupta & Das, 2004).  The reach space volume was divided into four 

angular intervals measuring 45° that started at the most right-hand side of the reach volume and 

moved counterclockwise about the body.  After sorting data points into elevation and angular 

zones, the RMS difference for lumbar moment estimates within that data subset was calculated. 
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Figure 4.3: Subject performing a table-washing trial including maximal trunk and arm movement 

in the forward-reaching plane. 
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3.0 Results 

 

The errors in predicted segment endpoint position increased along the linked chain of segments 

compared to the joint position determined from reconstructed reflective markers in the Peak 

Motus system.  The relative joint positions determined from the IMS sensors are expressed as 

RMS error compared to the Peak Motus reconstructed joint positions in Table 4.1.  RMS values 

for sweeping and table-washing trials ranged from a low of 7.8 mm at the first estimated joint 

position (T12/L1) to maximal values of 139 mm in the left wrist joint.  Averaging across all axes 

and all range-of-motion trials, the error increased from 17.4 mm at T12/L1 joint to 30.4 mm at 

C7/T1 joint to 36.2 mm at the right shoulder joint to 58.6 mm at the right elbow and finally 77.7 

mm at the right wrist joint.  The 3-D positions for x,y and z coordinates for the right wrist joint 

are displayed in Figure 4.4 for IMS system estimates and Peak Motus reconstructed positions.  

Additional trials are presented in Appendix 4A. 

 

The estimated segment centre-of-mass positions from the IMS system and the reconstructed 

positions from the Peak Motus system were used in a link-segment model to determine moment 

estimations at the L5/S1 level of the spine.  These kinetic estimates of lumbar moment were then 

presented in a variety of forms to demonstrate where the error accrued.
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Table 4.1: Mean RMS error (mm) in position estimate averaged across two trials of each motion for all joints using the anthropometric model with 

Peak Motus data (Model error) and the anthropometric model with IMS data (Sensor error).  Directions corespond to anterior-posterior (X), 

medio-lateral (Y) and inferior-superior (Z).

RMS error  
(Sweeping) 

RMS error  
(Table-washing) 

JOINT X 
a-p 

Y 
m-l 

Z 
i-s 

X 
a-p 

Y 
m-l 

Z 
i-s 

T12/L1 29.4 7.8 21.9 15.8 9.5 20.2 
C7/T1 12.3 12.8 41.2 42.4 39.6 34.1 
Right Shoulder 9.5 12.3 68.2 41.2 42.2 43.6 
Right Elbow 56.6 51.5 50.2 60.0 67.0 66.2 
Right Wrist 76.0 72.0 36.5 86.2 81.9 113.5 
Left Shoulder 33.4 15.4 46.3 84.8 45.9 43.4 
Left Elbow 111.2 78.3 25.3 154.9 87.6 33.8 
Left Wrist 77.0 172.3 76.8 136.1 138.6 101.8 
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Figure 4.4: Position estimates for the right wrist from the Peak Motus-reconstructed positions and 

the Xsens-determined positions during a table-washing trial. 
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Table 4.2 demonstrates RMS estimates in L5/S1 moment error between the Peak Motus and IMS 

systems in addition to the maximum observed RMS value in the time series for all trials.  

Although 3-D moments were calculated, the focus of this discussion is on the moment about the 

medio-lateral axis, which ranged from a low of 4.3Nm RMS in a primarily sweeping trial to a 

maximum of 18Nm RMS during a forward bend trial involving greater than 90 degrees of trunk 

flexion (Table 4.2).   

 

Spatially, the data from the sweeping trials and table-washing trials have been separated into 

vertical zones (1 through 5) from 200 mm below the L5/S1 joint to 750 mm above the L5/S1 joint 

and into 45° sections starting from the right-hand side and rotating counter-clockwise around the 

body.  RMS errors for lumbar moment estimates were averaged for each vertical zone and each 

cone region and then averaged across types of trial (sweeping or table-washing).  These absolute 

values are displayed visually in the x,y coordinates for the transverse plane view (Figure 4.5).  

The magnitude of the RMS error is represented by the size of the datapoint on the graphs, so that 

it is easy to determine where the error increased or decreased within the reach zone (ranging from 

below L5/S1 joint to 750mm above the joint).   

 

To express these RMS data relative to the amount and type of motion occurring during the trials, 

the RMS error for the lumbar extension moment was expressed as a percentage of the peak 

extension moment observed in each vertical zone and cone region (Table 4.3).  The absolute error 

from the sweep trials was smaller than the wash trials but, relative to peak extensor moment, it 

was much larger.   
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Table 4.2: RMS error and maximum RMS error in 3-D dynamic L5/S1 moments (Nm) between 

the Peak Motus and IMS systems.. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 RMS L5/S1 joint Maximum RMS L5/S1 joint 

TRIAL 

X 
Lateral 
Bend 
Axis 

Y 
Flexion 

Axis 

Z 
Rotation 

Axis 

X 
Lateral 
Bend 
Axis 

Y 
Flexion 

Axis 

Z 
Rotation 

Axis 

Sweep 1 12.3 4.3 2.9 25.9 15.7 15.4 
Sweep 2 10.2 3.8 2.7 17.2 7.9 15.7 
Table Wash 1 13.0 6.5 2.9 31.4 19.9 10.9 
Table Wash 2 10.9 4.7 4.5 24.8 48.5 41.4 
Extreme Table Wash 22.3 13.6 5.4 55.6 43.6 31.4 
Twist Lifting 10.6 18.6 5.2 43.8 18.8 30.4 
Forward Bend 10.9 16.7 5.1 18.7 7.2 25.9 
Forward Bend 2 12.9 18.7 7.1 14.9 31.3 16.5 
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Figure 4.5: Transverse plane view of datapoints in different horizontal cones and vertical zones 

during the extreme table-washing trial, where the size of the round datapoint represents the 

relative error in position.  Zones begin at 200mm below the L5/S1 joint (Zone 1) and procede 

vertically in increments of 200mm to 750mm above the L5/S1 joint (Zone 5).  Cones begin on 

right-hand side of body and procede in 45° increments counter-clockwise about body. 
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Table 4.3: RMS error in L5/S1 moment about the flexion-extension axis as a percent of the peak value for all areas in the reach range of motion. 

   

                         ZONE 1 ZONE 2 ZONE 3 ZONE 4 

TRIAL 
Cone 

1 
Cone 

2 
Cone 

3 
Cone 

4 
Cone 

1 
Cone 

2 
Cone 

3 
Cone 

4 
Cone 

1 
Cone 

2 
Cone 

3 
Cone 

4 
Cone 

1 
Cone 

2 
Cone 

3 
Cone 

4 
Sweep Trials 65 39 41  53 38 30  45 40 39  42 30 31  

Wash Trials 21 20 24 28 13 14 18 22 16 23 29 36 30 22 27 19 

Extreme 
Wash Trial 34 36 44 42 18 17 22 26 18 22 28 36 18 21 28 19 

All Trials 
Averaged 38 27 31 28 29 24 23 22 27 30 33 36 35 25 29 19 
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The RMS error as a percent of peak extensor moment ranged from 10-28% in zones 1 and 2 

during the wash trials but was easily greater than 30% for all zones in the sweep trials.   In the 

table washing trials, percent RMS error tended to increase across the cone regions when moving 

from right to left across the body (Table 4.3 and Figure 4.5). 

 

When the RMS error was expressed as a percentage of the peak value for the forward bend trial, 

the error for the simple task was consistently 12-18% for the extensor moment (Figure 4.6).  Error 

about the lateral bend axis was substantially higher except during the stationary period mid-trial 

where it was about 25%.  For more complicated asymmetrical lifting motions, the RMS error in 

lumbar extensor moment as a percentage of the peak value has been graphed in Figure 4.7 for left 

twist lifts and Figure 4.8 for right twist lifts.  During the portion of the lift that involved primarily 

forward flexion to place the box in front of the subject, there was little motion out of the sagittal 

plane, and error estimates were closer to 10% and 20% of the peak value for the lift.  In other 

parts of the lift, particularly when the trunk was experiencing large amounts of rotation and lateral 

bend, the error was unacceptably high (>50%) for the extensor moment.   

 

The accumulating error that was evident in the predicted segment endpoint positions was also 

visible in the joint moment estimations.  Joint moment RMS error is displayed in Appendix 4B 

for all joints (wrist to L5/S1) during the table-sweeping trial, which had the largest involvement 

of trunk and arm motion (Trial 014).  
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Figure 4.6: RMS error in L5/S1 moment as a percent of the peak value during a simple forward 

trunk bend. 
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Figure 4.7: RMS error in L5/S1 extensor moment about the medio-lateral axis as a percent of the 

peak value for three separate trials of a left twist lift. 
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Figure 4.8: RMS error in L5/S1 extensor moment about the medio-lateral axis as a percent of the 

peak value for three seperate trials of a right twist lift. 
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4.0 Discussion 

 

Preliminary evaluation of joint angle reproduction by the inertial sensors demonstrated large 

errors for the arm segments (Chapter 3), so the results presented here focus on the accuracy of the 

lumbar moment estimate only.  The L5/S1 moment would be most beneficial to researchers and 

ergonomists who would like to be able to measure dynamic cumulative lumbar load in workplace 

settings with a less time-consuming method.  To that end, we have documented the absolute and 

relative error in the lumbar moment estimation across a variety of ranges of human motion. 

 

The existing literature has a few instances of researchers attempting to produce relative 

coordinate positions using IMS-type systems, as was the focus of this paper.  Using the 

manufacturer-provided Kalman filter from Xsens, the position estimates from a two-segment 

system by Zhou and Hu (2005) revealed average error ranging from 10-50 mm of position error 

(maximum estimated at 80 mm).   That paper did not have to deal with skin artifact since the 

sensors were mounted to a rigid lamp pole, and, further, the authors were only trying to predict a 

two-segment system with a simple pin joint.  Pfau et al. (2005) found less than 7% error across all 

axes when expressing derived displacement data as a percentage of range of motion for one 

sensor attached to a horse during walk, trot and canter trials.  However, even at a canter, the range 

of motion for this task was only about 150 mm.  Based on a magnetic source emitter located on 

the body, Roetenberg (2007) reported segment-mounted sensor position error of 5.90-8.60 mm 

for a back segment during flexion and 15.0 mm for the leg during a walking trial.  There would 

be additional error introduced when predicting internal, COM location as needed for inverse 

dynamics.  Some companies advertise 6 DOF for their inertial systems, but upon investigation, 

translational error approaching 30% was considered unacceptable, and additional approaches 
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have been since implemented to produce more realistic positional measurements (Corrales, 

Candelas, & Torres, 2008).  Predicted endpoint position determined by Schepers, Koopman, & 

Veltink (2008) was reported as 18.0 mm RMS error for a motion trial that was mainly stationary, 

which would overly decrease the overall RMS error estimate.  In reality, the typical error near the 

end of their trial approached an estimated 50 mm for the predicted position of the ankle joint 

(Schepers et al., 2008).  This level of positional error is comparable to some of the sweeping and 

table-washing trials presented in this work, where error at the furthest segment of the chain was in 

the magnitude of 45-75 mm RMS.  For the present work, a maximal RMS recording of 161 mm 

for the right wrist position during Trial 014 was observed, but it can easily be justified by 

considering that the subject purposely attempted to protract/retract and elevate/depress the 

shoulder to challenge the model during this trial.  These motions can be expected to be observed 

in industry since in previous lifting trials, Albert, Stevenson, Dumas & Wheeler (1998) found that 

shoulder joint separation values as high as 150 mm during shoulder protraction motions greatly 

exceeded the maximal amounts reported by Bateman (1978).  

 

Given the existing attempts to reproduce relative position, the errors in position estimation for our 

experiment were not unreasonable considering the various complexities involved with the multi-

segment, upper-body model being used.  When using only one linked segment (ankle to knee), 

van den Noort, Faber, Schepers, & Harlaar (2008) found that the knee adduction moment was 

very sensitive to even a 10 mm error in medio-lateral position of the actual knee joint position.  

Zhu and Zhou (2004) used a processing method to constrain error to less than 10 mm at the end 

of their two-segment model.  Both groups identified that the accuracy of the predicted endpoint 

position depends largely on the accuracy of the segment orientation and the measured length of 

the segment (van den Noort et al., 2008; Zhu & Zhou, 2004).  An additional limit in the current 
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model was the assumption that the glenohumeral joint was projected in space using the thoracic 

sensor and a single, rigid, horizontal segment linked to the C7/T1 joint, which resulted in large 

increases in error for elbow and wrist joint positions.  Suggestions to improve this aspect of the 

model include using a sensor to track the scapula motion separately from the upper trunk; using a 

feet-up model, which would have fewer complex joints and poorly defined segments to account 

for; or optimizing shoulder position by building up from the trunk and back from the wrist with 

an anatomical constraint during calibration.   

 

The literature contains only a few examples of research groups who have extended their work on 

inertial motion sensor systems beyond kinematics to include kinetic calculations of human 

motion.  Brodie et al. (2008b) reported a system based on inertial units aided by GPS for position 

estimates that were subsequently used to calculate kinetics of a downhill skier performing a giant 

slalom race.  Gross validity (±5m) was stated to exist compared to observation of a video motion 

of the skier; however, there was no discussion regarding the accuracy of using the reported global 

approach to calculate forces and moments acting on the athlete (Brodie et al., 2008b).  Rachid, 

Guillaume, & Patrick (2008) found errors representing as much as 50% of peak relative error in 

shoulder moments when solving a two-segment linked system including forearm and upper arm 

segments.  In preliminary work towards a feet-up portable IMS system, Faber et al. (2008) 

replaced external ground reaction force information from a force plate with a portable force shoe 

for the inverse dynamic calculation and otherwise used lab-based position information for 

segment COM.  This yielded 15Nm error on the flexion-extension axis, and minimal errors of 6 

and 7Nm on the other two axes (Faber et al., 2008), which the authors felt was a reasonable 

portrayal of lumbar moment.  Schepers et al. (2008) used the same instrumented shoe with 

inertial sensors to estimate the ankle moments during gait against a gold-standard Vicon system 
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and force plate.  For the single joint calculated (ankle), joint moment error represented only 2.3% 

of the maximal magnitude (Schepers et al., 2008).  van den Noort et al. (2008) continued to work 

upwards within this model by predicting knee joint position with an IMS unit and an 

anthropometric model.  Even with this one-joint position estimated, the inverse dynamic method 

produced about 10% peak moment error at the knee.  To date, there have been no published 

papers using a hands-down inverse dynamics analysis to solve for lumbar moments, as attempted 

in this paper.   

 

For tasks involving primarily arm motions and small amounts of trunk flexion, the model 

introduced here produced reasonable estimates of lumbar moment for certain parts of the trial.  In 

this study, values of RMS error between 4-6Nm about the flexion-extension axis were 

comparable to the RMS error (~10Nm) observed in the up-phase of a lift task from Plamondon et 

al. (1996), who were comparing hands-down vs feet-up models.  The maximal error (38Nm) 

observed in that study exceeded an estimated 22% of the peak lumbar moment value (~175Nm) 

for the lifting trial.  Despite this high level of peak error, these researchers did not rule out the use 

of the hands-down model for calculating lumbar load in situations where a force-plate could not 

be utilized (i.e., industrial field tasks).  A commonly used video-based tool for quantifying 

cumulative load, known as 3DMatch reported that flexion-extension moment was on average, 

underestimated by 12.2% (Callaghan et al., 2003; Sutherland et al., 2008).  Those errors and a 

time-consuming methodology notwithstanding, 3DMatch has still gained popularity as a means of 

estimating cumulative load in field applications (Eger, Stevenson, Callaghan, Grenier, & VibRG, 

2008; Sutherland et al., 2008).  The forward bend trials in our study were associated with about 

17% error (as a percent of the peak value) about the flexion-extension axis and 25% (as a percent 

of the peak value) about the lateral bend axis when the subject’s trunk was flexed greater than 
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90°.  During the portion of the asymmetric lifting task that occurred primarily in the sagittal 

plane, the error in flexion-extension moment estimation ranged from 1-15% of the peak moment 

– values that could be considered acceptable for a field trial.  The asymmetric parts of this 

movement trial demonstrated much larger errors (>50% of peak moment) that should be 

considered unacceptably high even for field trials. 

 

Looking at the distribution of errors around the subject’s reach zone, it was evident that the least 

amount of error occurred in the lower zones and in the first cone section on the right-hand side of 

the body; these areas correspond to the least amount of scapular motion.  Of greater concern were 

the higher levels of error occurring on the lateral bend axis, which were consistently higher than 

the flexion-extension axis.  Tasks involving higher amounts of twist are not well-modeled with 

the current system.  Similar to results found by Plamondon et al. (1996), the estimates for joint 

moments that did not exceed 10Nm on any axis should also be used with caution.   

 

There was a tendency for the error to peak at times when the segments were changing direction; 

this was particularly evident in the positional coordinates graphed in Figure 4.1 during a 

sweeping trial.  Zhou and Hu (2007) previously noted this phenomenon when using IMS units 

and attributed it to soft tissue effects and inertial properties, in addition to overshoots of the 

sensors during periods of fast orientation change.  The back-and-forth motion of the sweeping 

and table-washing trials used in this experiment had frequent, fast changes in direction, which 

resulted in magnified error at these overshoot points.  This source of error was also revealed in an 

over- or under-estiamtion of the lumbar moment estimation during the lifting trials.  The error 

was found to peak at times when the movement was changing direction but stayed around 10-

20% during smooth periods of motion.  The Kalman filter used by the Xsens units may be 
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causing this instability, and likely explains ongoing work to improve the methods of data fusion 

with IMS units (Brodie et al., 2008a; Xsens Technologies, 2008). 

 

Although a cumulative load tool (3DMatch) has now been validated against laboratory standards 

(Sutherland et al., 2008), the method is time consuming and still only represents a quasi-dynamic 

estimate of moment.  The need to use a dynamic model for appropriate estimation of lumbar 

moment has been well documented (McGill & Norman, 1985; Lindbeck & Arborelius, 1991).  

The video approach is also limiting since it requires a constant line of sight from the camera to 

the worker, and further, video is prohibited in many companies.  The proposed Xsens system 

overcomes these difficulties with a wireless, non-invasive set of sensors attached to required body 

segments.  Without considering the error introduced by using the inertial sensors, the 

anthropometric model approach shows good potential and yields much lower rates of relative 

error than the validated 3DMatch method at 12% for lumbar extension moment (Sutherland et al., 

2008).  Predicted segment endpoints were created with the anthropometric model using the 

orientation and segment lengths generated in the Peak Motus lab rather than from the inertial 

sensors.  This allowed a comparison of the anthropometric model approach using Peak Motus 

data, and resulted in RMS errors in lumbar extensor moment ranging from 2.8-6.1 Nm (6-19% of 

peak).  Lateral bend moments were also much lower (2.2 Nm-5.9 Nm). These results far exceed 

the 15 Nm RMS error for the force shoe system, even without the use of predicted joint positions 

(Faber et al., 2008).  Optimizing the calibration method using a more advanced method (Picerno 

et al., 2008; Favre, Jolles, Aissaoui, & Aminian, 2008; Luinge et al., 2007) and improving the 

anatomical model assumptions (van den Noort et al., 2008) could greatly improve lumbar 

moment estimation in the proposed system. 
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There are several limits to using a posture approach to calibrate inertial sensors in a standardized 

pose and a functional approach has been suggested as a more appropriate standard for use with 

the sensors (Favre et al. 2008; Cutti et al. 2008).  The method introduced by Cutti et al. (2008) for 

elbow and shoulder joints should be implemented in the current mode, since it would also 

conform to ISB recommendations (Wu et al. 2006).  A method to allow functional calibration of 

the trunk segments should also be developed.  Luinge et al. (2007) also noted the difficulty of 

attaching the arm sensor in an area that minimized soft-tissue artifact.  The error observed in the 

current experiment tended to underestimate the moment about the medio-lateral axis while 

overestimating the moment about the anterior-posterior axis.  This may have been influenced by 

the thoracic sensor being positioned slightly off centre on the trunk to facilitate data collection 

with both systems simultaneously.  There was additionally a slight misalignment between the 

Peak Motus global coordinate system and the Xsens world space that would impact the quality of 

the comparison between the two systems (Rachid et al., 2008).     

 

5.0 Conclusion 

 

The endpoint positions, determined using the linked-segment method presented in this paper, 

appear to be no worse than previous attempts to produce 6 DOF from IMS systems.  This paper 

has documented the impact that those estimates had on subsequent calculations used by 

researchers to estimate lumbar load.  The model demonstrated varying levels of RMS error 

dependent on the segments involved and the complexity of the movement.  An IMS system would 

be desirable for ergonomists and researchers undertaking field trials, but the current level of 

accuracy may not be acceptable for cumulative load estimates of industrial tasks.  Additional 

work in calibration of the sensors, and additional development of the algorithm used to track 
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orientation will be required prior to having confidence in the estimates of all 3D joint moments in 

the hands-down inverse dynamics analysis. 
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APPENDIX 4A 

 

Additional trials demonstrating RMS error in wrist joint position coordinates generated with IMS 

model compared to Peak Motus reconstructed positions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4A.1: RMS error in wrist joint position for a sweeping trial in X direction (anterior-

posterior), Y direction (medio-lateral) and Z direction (inferior-superior).
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Figure 4A.2: RMS error in wrist joint position for a table-washing trial in X direction (anterior-

posterior), Y direction (medio-lateral) and Z direction (inferior-superior). 
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Figure 4A.3: RMS error in wrist joint position for a forward bend trial in X direction (anterior-

posterior), Y direction (medio-lateral) and Z direction (inferior-superior).. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4A.4: RMS error in wrist joint position for twist lift trial in X direction (anterior-

posterior), Y direction (medio-lateral) and Z direction (inferior-superior).. 
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APPENDIX 4B 

The RMS error in joint moment estimation between Peak Motus- and IMS-determined moments 

are presented for all axes and all joints in the linked segment model (wrist to L5/S1).  Moments 

correspond to lateral bend or abduction/adduction about the X axis, flexion-extension about the Y 

axis and twist about the Z axis. 
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Chapter 5 

 

Potential for load transducer or EMG signal to be used as field-based 

hand switch for input to a link segment model 

 

Abstract 

 

Researchers would like to bring motion capture technology into the field to acquire joint loading 

information using an inverse dynamic approach.  However, an automated method to determine 

whether there is a load in the hands is needed if a hands-down model is to be used.  The purpose 

of this paper was to determine if either a flexible force transducer attached to the hand (C500) or 

the active electromyographic signal from the biceps (BEMG) or lumbar erector spinae (LEMG) 

could serve to predict the duration of lifts.  Thirteen subjects, who were outfitted with the C500 

and EMG, lifted various loads from the floor to a shelf using box switches as the gold standard 

for external load timing information. The BEMG signal appeared to provide more consistent 

information for lift duration but lacked timing accuracy. The C500 was less dependable but when 

it worked, there were fewer misses and better timing information. 
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1.0 Introduction 

 

For years, biomechanists have borrowed principles from engineering to model the human body as 

a rigid-link system (Robertson, Caldwell, Hamill, Kamen, & Whittlesey, 2004).  Applying the 

rules of inverse dynamics to that system, they have been able to estimate forces and moments 

occurring at each joint in the rigid-link system, starting at a free end and proceeding towards a 

joint of interest.  Typical investigations using this type of model have been conducted in lab 

settings to gather kinematic information from the model segments.  In lab situations, information 

pertaining to the forces and moments experienced at the distal end of the rigid-link chain were 

recorded from a force plate, and the inverse dynamic analysis proceeded upward from the ankle 

to the joint of interest (Winter, 2004).  For a hands-down version of the link-segment model, 

information about the hand load magnitude can be discerned from an instrumented box (Lariviere 

and Gagnon, 1998). 

 

To facilitate the calculation of joint forces and moments of the lumbar spine in industrial settings, 

where tasks cannot be constrained to standing on a force plate, researchers validated the use of a 

hands-down model (Plamondon, Gagnon, & Desjardins, 1996; Lariviere & Gagnon 1998; 

Kingma, de Looze, Toussaint, Klijnsma, & Bruijnen, 1996).  The lab-based, hands-down model 

requires hand forces for input to the most distal segment in the inverse dynamic analysis.  Hand 

force data are most commonly acquired from load transducers on box handles combined with 

switches to indicate timing of the load in the hands.  Without an instrumented box, film/video 

evidence can provide timing information, while manually measuring the mass handled by the 

worker provides information about what weight gets applied to the distal hand segment, usually 

assumed to act solely in the vertical direction.  While a hands-down model is more sensitive to 
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different components than a feet-up model (Lariviere & Gagnon 1998; Lariviere & Gagnon 

1999), the forces and moments can be improved by the quality of the information coming from 

the data acquisition method (Lariviere & Gagnon, 1998).   

 

Newer technologies are emerging that eventually will provide biomechanists with a reliable 

method of collecting segment kinematics from wireless sensors embedded in an anatomical 

model that is ideal for field-based studies (Brodie, Walmsley, & Page, 2008; Godwin, Agnew, 

Stevenson, & Costigan, 2007).  In any free movement field-based study, the biggest limitation is 

acquiring the external force and moment input for the distal segment in the inverse dynamic 

analysis.  Force platforms for a feet-up model cannot be freely positioned and reliably calibrated 

in a field-based study.   Likewise, one cannot instrument every item that a subject may handle 

during the field trial as input to a hands-down model.   

 

To overcome these limitations, researchers have attempted to create instrumented, portable 

devices that the subject dons during data collection.  Pressure sensors composed of matrices 

shaped into a flexible shoe insert have been used in shoes (Cordero, Koopman, & van der Helm, 

2004), but the quality of ground reaction force information acquired with these types of systems 

has been questioned (Veltink, Liedtke, Droog, & van der Kooij, 2005).  The development of an 

instrumented force shoe was intended to overcome those limitations, and was found to provide 

accurate information pertaining to ground reaction force and centre of pressure (Veltink et al., 

2005; Liedtke, Fokkenrood, Menger, van der Kooij, & Veltink, 2007).  Despite some criticism 

regarding the design, researchers have demonstrated the fidelity of the signal against a standard 

force plate (Liedtke et al., 2007), and proposed that a slimmer design could be integrated into a 

normal walking shoe to improve usability.  Instrumented glove systems that detect applied hand 
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force have been proposed for a variety of applications (Jensen, Radwin, & Webster, 1991; 

Nikonovas, Harrison, Hoult, & Sammut, 2004), but thus far, none have been widely accepted or 

implemented in the biomechanics community. 

 

The input being sought for the inverse dynamic analysis in this application is knowledge of the 

magnitude of the external hand force, and timing information pertaining to when the load enters 

and exits the hands.  The research team has explored several approaches for predicting load 

magnitude based on electromyography (EMG) signal, and segment linear and angular kinematics.  

In unpublished work from our research lab, Sadler, Reid & Stevenson (2009) investigated the use 

of a small, flexible pressure sensor called the C500, as well as several EMG signals, as a possible 

strategy for determining load presence and and for predicting load magnitude in the hands.  Both 

the biceps brachii EMG signal and the C500 demonstrated significant differences in activation 

levels at varying levels of load lifted (from 2.5-20 kg) (Sadler et al., 2009).  However, the C500 

activtaion level could only explain 37% of the variance in load magnitude.  The work also 

demonstrated that a regression model involving thoracic erector spinae EMG, biceps brachii 

EMG and the C500 could explain 79% of the variance in the load lifted (Sadler et al., 2009).  The 

signals were only evaluated at the instant of box pick-up, based on a gold-standard box switch, 

and did not provide any timing information. The conclusion was that the C500 was only 

moderately effective at indicating the magnitude of load in the hands and further, required 

additional sources of information to be a consistent predictive tool (Sadler et al. 2009). 

 

The work by Sadler et al. (2009) provided a good starting point for predicting load magnitude but 

failed to provide data concerning length of lift and timing of lift from an extended, analog signal.  

The research team has also investigated a variety of other predictive methods to handle the 
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problem of predicting the quantity of mass lifted, including quadratic discriminate (QDA) 

models, neural network (NN) models, and parallel cascade models.  Several of these show 

promise, for instance, the parallel cascade model demonstratd excellent load discrimination using 

information from a single muscle such as the deltoid, the bice or the lumbar erector spinae.  

Loads ranging from 5 to 25 kg could be discriminated at a resolution of ±1 kg (WSIB Final 

Report #05027).  The other two models were tested in their ability to discriminate between lifting 

0 or 15 kg, and returned error rates ranging from 3 to 30% error in lift classification.  Practical 

implementation of these models may provide a useful predictive tool in the near future.  

However, information still lacking includes timing information and duration of lift.  Therefore, 

the main goal of this paper was to determine whether the C500 or an electromyographic (EMG) 

signal from an active muscle could be used as a field replacement for an instrumented, lab-based 

hand switch to provide accurate timing and duration of lift information,. Common activation 

levels for the alternative switches were sought using a subset of the subject pool and 

subsequently, the activation levels were tested on trials obtained from the remainder of the 

subjects.  It was hypothesized that it would be possible to use either of the alternative switch 

strategies to determine lift duration and timing during a two-handed box lifting task. 

 

2.0 Method 

 

2.1 Subjects and protocol 

 

Male subjects (n=13) with mass of 81.9kg ± 9.6kg and height of 180.0cm ± 9.9cm, aged 21.5 yr ± 

1.5 yr were invited to participate in a lab-based data collection session, approved by Queen’s 
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University Research Ethics Board, that involved lifting a weighted, instrumented box at a lifting 

station.  The task consisted of three phases of lifting to represent three types of lift: lifting the box 

from the floor to a waist-height platform and releasing it (up-lift), moving the box from that 

released position to another platform located at chest height and at arm’s length (across-lift), and 

moving the box from that released position back down to the floor (down-lift).  Subjects were 

encouraged to relax between each lift, and the lift cycle (up-across-down) was completed five 

times at each of six different masses (0 kg, 2.5 kg, 5 kg, 10 kg, 15 kg, 20 kg). 

 

2.2 Instrumentation 

 

Surface electromyography (EMG) sites on the right-hand side of the body were prepared by 

abrading the skin with alcohol. Ag-AgCl conductive adhesive electrodes (MediTrace, The 

Ludlow Company LP, MA, USA) were adhered to the biceps brachi (BEMG) distal to the 

motorpoint of that muscle and to the lumbar erector spinae (LEMG) at the L3 level (5 cm lateral 

to midline), using an inter-electrode distance of 3 cm with a reference electrode placed on the C7 

spinous process (SENIAM, 2005).  Signals were conditioned using a Bortec AMT8-channel 

differential amplifier (Bortec Biomedical Ltd, AB, Canada) with variable gains of 1K and 5K, 

10GΏ input impedance and CMMR of 115dB. The EMG signals were digitally captured at 

1024Hz using a 12-bit A/D card (National Instruments, Austin, TX), band passed at 20Hz-450Hz 

and then stored for processing using custom software (LabView, National Instruments, Austin, 

TX).  Switches on a handle and at the base of the wooden box that was used for the lifting trials 

were wired to provide distinct voltages to reflect when the box was grasped versus when it was 

lifted in the air.  A flexible capacitive-based pressure sensor, known as the C500 (Pressure Profile 
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Systems, Los Angeles, CA), was taped to the base of the first metacarpal and collected as an 

analog signal at 1024Hz (Figure 5.1). 

 

2.3 Data Processing 

 

All subsequent data processing was completed using custom software (LabView, National 

Instruments, Austin, TX).  DC offset was removed from the EMG signals followed by full-wave 

rectification before applying a dual-pass 4th order Butterworth filter with low-pass cutoff of 2 Hz 

to create linear envelope signals for the BEMG and LEMG.  The C500 data were filtered using a 

dual-pass 2nd order Butterworth Filter with optimal low-pass cutoff determined from residuals 

analysis (Winter, 2004).  The optimal cutoff for EMG and C500 data were recorded for 

subsequent analysis. 

 

A customized lift extraction program was then used to identify all further variables.  The program 

displayed box switch data, C500 switch data, and EMG data for each trial.  A sample program 

graph is presented in Appendix 5A.  Using an interactive graph feature, the researcher was able to 

manually identify when the load was lifted for each trial and each lift type based on the box 

switch data.
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Figure 5.1: Set-up depicting flexible force transducer located on palm of hand for power grasp 

tasks.
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The program was designed to take 300 samples of data ahead and behind the demarcated box lift 

for input into a search algorithm, whose goal was to find the activation level that would yield an 

identical lift duration from the EMG and C500 data.  Searching in increments of 0.05 multiplied 

by the baseline value, in the forward and backward direction from the input lift, the program was 

written to output a series of activation levels with corresponding lift durations.  The resting value 

of the C500 and EMG signal was chosen as the baseline value to account for variation in the 

starting level across subjects.  The activation level that produced a lift duration closest to the box 

switch lift time, determined from the researcher’s manual cursor placement, was considered the 

optimal activation level for that particular signal.  These data were collected for all lift types and 

all mass categories for 7 randomly selected subjects from the pool of 13 subjects.  This yielded a 

sub-sample of 630 trials with an associated optimal activation level for each of the signals 

(BEMG, LEMG and C500), to be used in subsequent statistical analysis.   

 

2.4 Statistical Analysis 

 

A non-parametric repeated measure test (Friedman test) was conducted to evaluate which switch 

signal (C500, BEMG, LEMG) was ranked significantly closest to the box switch using the lift 

duration variable.  Follow-up tests for significance were conducted with Wilcoxon Signed Ranks 

test.  Non-parametric statistics were used on these data since the switches only had to be ranked 

in terms of how close they could approximate the box switch lift length, and no importance was 

placed on numerical differences at this point in the study.  A one-way ANOVA was used to 

determine whether there was a significant difference across mass categories for the optimal cut-

off frequency determined from residuals analysis that was used to smooth the C500 data.  Finally, 

a parametric two-way repeated-measures ANOVA was used to evaluate whether significant 
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differences existed for optimal activation level across lift type (up-lift, across-lift, down-lift) and 

mass category (0kg, 2.5kg, 5kg, 10kg, 15kg, 20kg) for each type of switch signal individually 

(C500, BEMG, LEMG).  Post-hoc t-tests were conducted for significant interactions and main 

effects from the repeated-measures ANOVA.   

 

2.5 Validating the findings 

 

Post-hoc t-tests revealed that some mass and lift types could be collapsed to common activation 

values.  These activation values were then tested on the remaining six subjects in the study.  Since 

no significant difference was observed across mass categories for the optimal filter cutoff 

frequency, all subsequent C500 signals analyzed in the subset data were filtered at an average 

optimal cutoff frequency of 19 Hz (Winter, 2004).  Another custom-made lift extraction program 

(LabView, National Instruments, Austin, TX) was created to test how well the common activation 

value could identify when a load was lifted and the lift duration.  The common activation values 

were used by the program to identify blocks of time within the trial when the switch a) exceeded 

the activation level, and b) when it returned to below the activation level.  In an ideal case, these 

calculated lift durations would correspond to the lift lengths determined for the up-lift, across-lift 

and down-lift from the box switch.  This program was used for all subjects in the subset and all 

trials, to identify lift duration from the EMG and C500 signals for the three lifts (up-lift, across-

lift, down-lift).  The number of misses for each signal type (C500, BEMG, LEMG) was recorded, 

in addition to the difference in the two lift duration variables (Box Switch vs C500, BEMG or 

LEMG).  Misses were counted whenever the switch surpassed the activation level, but the box 

switch (gold-standard) had not been activated or when the switch failed to surpass the activation 

level but the box switch had been activated. 
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3.0 Results 

 

The goal of this paper was to determine whether the C500 switch, or muscle activity (BEMG or 

LEMG) could be used to indicate lift duration in the absence of any other information.  The first 

section of the study used non-parametric tests to identify whether any one signal (C500, BEMG, 

LEMG) had an advantage in producing lift durations comparable to the gold standard, box-switch 

lift length.  As expected, the non-parametric results demonstrated that for all lift types, the box 

switch was ranked significantly higher than any of the other switches (C500, BEMG, LEMG).  

This indicated that the alternative switch options consistently missed including frames of data that 

should have been included in the lift duration.  For up-lifts and across-lifts, both the BEMG and 

LEMG were consistently ranked significantly higher than the C500, and there was no apparent 

difference in rank between the BEMG and LEMG.  This suggested that the EMG signals 

provided more accurate lift duration estimates than the C500 across the initial subset of subjects.  

The only time that BEMG was ranked significantly higher than both C500 and LEMG, was 

during down-lifts (Figure 5.2).  When all lift types were combined together, this last finding held 

true again.   

 

In the second part of the statistical analysis, the optimal activation values that yielded accurate lift 

times were input to a repeated-measures ANOVA to identify any common trends across lift type 

or mass categories.  Repeated-measures ANOVA on the lift durations revealed a main effect of 

lift mass for the C500 and LEMG signals (p<0.01, p<0.001 respectively).  Post-hoc t-tests 

revealed that the optimal activations for the C500 could be divided into two categories (p<0.05): 

0-5 kg and 10-20 kg, with activation levels representing 5 and 16 times the baseline value, 
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respectively. The LEMG signal was divided into categories of 0-5kg, 10-15kg, and 20kg with 

activation levels representing 2.0, 3.2 and 4.2 times the baseline value.   

 

 

A main effect of lift type (p<0.05) and box mass (p<0.01) for the BEMG signal was observed.  

There was no significant difference between up- and down-lifts, and these categories were 

subsequently collapsed to produce a vertical lifting category.  The vertical lifting category had a 

significantly different activation level than the across-lift type (p<0.05).  Two categories (0-5kg 

and 10-20kg) were also observed in each of these lift categories: across lifts were optimally 

activated at 10 and 16 times the baseline value, while the vertical lifts were activated at 5 and 11 

times the baseline value. 

 

In the validation portion of the experiment, 630 trials were analyzed using the common activation 

levels determined above, and comparing the predicted lift durations from C500, BEMG or LEMG 

with lift lengths determined previously from the box switch.  By manual inspection of the 

program being used for analysis with the subset of trials, the LEMG signal was generally very 

poor at being able to identify lift durations (Figure 5.3).  Reasons for the poor signal may include 

greater amounts of postural involvement or prehension that obscured any significant peaks during 

the lift, or improper electrode placement.  Since the program consistently had difficulty in 

matching the pattern of lifting, the LEMG was subsequently eliminated from further discussion in 

this analysis. Table 5.1 focuses on the advantage of using either the C500 or the BEMG as an on-

off switch for indicating lift duration by comparing misses and differences in lift length.  There 

are many individual differences that can be observed.  Shading was used to indicate when one 

signal outperformed another. 
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Figure 5.2: Mean (SD) lift duration results from initial experiment for all lift types and all switch possibilities.
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Figure 5.3: LEMG signal displayed in top graph. Box switch lift displayed for each lift type with 

arrows indicating length in bottom graph.  Additional lines in bottom graph indicate when LEMG 

signal surpassed common activation level, erroneously suggesting a lift (ie. a miss). 
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Table 5.1: Validation results with misses and difference compared to box switch lift length. 

Shading in column indicates which switch type (C500 or BEMG) performed better for that 

subject and mass category.  'NA’ indicates that the switch was unable to detect any of the 15 lift 

trials. 

   C500 Differences  BEMG Differences  
Subject Mass misses up across down misses up across down 
S01 2kg 15 NA NA NA 15 NA NA NA 

 5kg 9 132 130 120 12 341 NA NA 
 10kg 0 180 159 655 1 362 420 341 
 15kg 0 165 183 252 4 258 708 412 
 20kg 3 97 202 217 0 324 755 392 

S02 2kg 0 122 142 251 1 200 485 227 
 5kg 0 238 313 426 1 201 509 216 
 10kg 3 255 207 464 0 163 279 347 
 15kg 0 278 231 385 0 130 230 149 
 20kg 0 421 307 161 0 322 375 118 

S05 2kg 0 238 193 454 2 265 200 754 
 5kg 0 96 184 75 4 73 409 538 
 10kg 6 766 305 832 0 269 409 138 
 15kg 0 199 200 185 0 196 503 226 
 20kg 0 343 273 288 0 268 561 345 

S08 2kg 15 NA NA NA 5 136 185 771 
 5kg 7 529 259 182 2 64 127 387 
 10kg 12 1060 442 NA 8 170 156 NA 
 15kg 12 474 388 146 0 90 211 300 
 20kg 5 691 473 362 1 230 177 561 

S13 2kg 15 NA NA NA 0 249 67 624 
 5kg 10 550 NA NA 5 18 152 NA 
 10kg 14 NA NA NA 3 188 123 658 
 15kg 11 129 95 833 0 90 197 659 
 20kg 9 582 308 914 0 127 247 648 

S15 2kg 10 348 23 49 1 314 73 264 
 5kg 2 181 129 372 0 154 347 47 
 10kg 2 371 180 225 2 274 132 327 
 15kg 3 598 206 309 0 214 315 213 
 20kg 3 436 259 514 0 157 252 168 

Difference values listed in frames with each frame representing 0.001 seconds. 
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4.0 Discussion 

 

In the first part of this experiment, the C500 and BEMG signals were used to determine the lift 

duration for the first seven subjects.  The results demonstrated that BEMG had a slight advantage 

in producing accurate lift durations over the C500 and LEMG, especially for down-lifts.  Once an 

optimal activation level was determined statistically across lift types and mass categories for the 

initial subjects, the ability of the C500, BEMG or LEMG to be used independently on a subset of 

subjects was not accurate.    The LEMG was particularly poor at identifying the start and end of 

lifts for any lift type, probably due to the need to be contracting to counter the flexor moment 

during lifting and lowering.  The C500 and BEMG faired better, although both switches still 

recorded many misses.   

 

The shading in the ‘misses’ column indicated which signal performed better for each subject and 

each mass category (see Table 5.1). Generally, for five of the six subset subjects, the BEMG 

signal provided fewer misses.  Not indicated in the chart, but observed during data collection, 

were several instances when the BEMG revealed a false positive lift, likely due to extraneous 

movement occurring at the start or end of the trial, or between lifts.  The lighter shading in the 

‘lift-type’ columns indicated which signal (C500 or BEMG) yielded a more accurate lift duration 

value compared to the box switch.  There does not appear to be a consistent pattern for lift type or 

mass but overall, more shaded boxes appear in the BEMG signal column, confirming the results 

from the initial part of the experiment.  Both signals (C500 and BEMG) appeared to improve 

their detection abilities as mass increased, notably past 10kg.  The lift duration differences (Table 

5.1) ranged from 18-771 frames for BEMG and from 23-1060 frames for the C500.  On average, 

this was about 300 frames and corresponded to 0.3 seconds.  These errors must be placed in the 
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larger context of calculating lumbar moments for field applications.  In this case, 0.3 seconds 

difference could mean that the load is applied to the link segment model when the subject is in a 

very different posture, and could lead to highly inaccurate values of lumbar moment. 

 

The individual results observed in Table 5.1 (for instance, BEMG worked consistently better for 

subjects S08, S13 and S15, while C500 may have been better for subjects S01 and S05), suggests 

that individual activation levels may be more appropriate than common activation levels for 

identifying lift duration.  Requiring an individual activation level for all potential subjects makes 

the use of the C500 or the BEMG as a field-based switch less practical, since a calibration 

protocol for each subject would need to be developed and tested.  In addition, simple box lifts 

were the focus of this analysis, while workers in industry rarely move in such a constrained and 

methodical lifting pattern.  Accounting for various lifting scenarios would require additional 

calibration work. 

 

This paper focused on being able to predict accurately the duration of the lift, but did not focus as 

heavily on the variable of lift timing.  When the activation level worked for a particular subject, 

the C500 on-off times were much closer to the timing determined from the box switch, whereas 

the BEMG signal timing resulting from the optimal activation value almost always had the load 

enter the hands early and sometimes showed it being released earlier as well.  This pre-activation 

effect could be expected, since EMG of a muscle always preceeds the force output or movement 

pattern.  A dual-pass filter was used in this analysis to maintain EMG timing in conjunction with 

the other switch variables but it may be worth investigating whether a single-pass filter could fix 

the specific timing issues observed with the BEMG signal.   
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A discussion of the limitations of the study will highlight the future direction of this work.  In the 

subjects for whom the C500 sensor was well positioned and activated consistently when they 

grasped the box, there were fewer misses than when using the BEMG signal.  However, the level 

of C500 activation did not remain consistent throughout the lift and often dropped off before the 

box was released, particularly on the down lift, leading to erroneous lift durations.  Further, the 

testing was completed on a small box with dowel handles measuring 2.5 cm diameter.  This 

narrow diameter may help explain the poor performance of the C500 for some subjects who did 

not feel the need to grasp the box using a power grasp, which would have caused greater contact 

with the C500 switch.  This would also help to explain why results improved as mass increased, 

since a power grasp would be preferentially used to lift the box in these heavier circumstances.  

The switch may perform better in situations where the subjects are required to perform a task that 

requires a power grasp.  Likewise, there are many industrial situations in which a power grasp is 

not used, and consequently the current placement of the C500 would provide little information.  

An investigation may be warranted that focuses on better placement of the flexible pad and offset 

values that ensure activation of the switch. 

 

Misses in the BEMG signal occurred whenever the subject performed extraneous movements 

within the trial. This type of movement would only be amplified in a work situation, leading to 

far more bicep activations being mistaken for lifts.  Given the overall accuracy of the BEMG 

signal, it is worth pursuing additional strategies of maximizing the signal, potentially with 

algorithms that use segment kinematic and movement information as well.  Since there was also 

good support for the ability to predict load magnitude using the BEMG signal (Sadler, 2008), 

additional research in this area could produce a useful switch option capable of providing reliable 

timing and magnitude information. 
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5.0 Conclusion 

 

Three alternative switches (C500, BEMG, and LEMG) were tested for their potential for 

estimating lift duration during trials of box lifting.  The LEMG was removed from consideration, 

since the searching program could not satisfactorily identify lift duration or lift timing in a large 

number of cases.  Overall, the BEMG provided the most accurate measure of lift duration across 

all lift types, but it also suffered from recording false positive lifts and did not always indicate 

true lift and release points.  Using linear positional information of body segments combined with 

knowledge of the task layout may help avoid these instances.  The C500 did not provide a clear 

advantage for timing information either, and results were severely impacted by inappropriate 

placement.  Although there is some positive support for use of a hand-switch or BEMG, 

additional research must still be completed to obtain reliable load-in-hands information prior to 

implementation with wireless human motion tracking.  Other approaches in our lab suggest that 

load magnitude can also be predicted using available information such as body kinematic or EMG 

information.  The risk of improper lift duration and lift timing information is that lumbar moment 

will be erroneously calculated.  After new strategies have been developed to incorporate both 

timing and load information, it will be essential to test the best switch option in field trials to 

ensure that movement artifacts caused by the work task do not obscure the lift information.   
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APPENDIX 5A 

The following pictures depict the front and back panel of an interactive, custom made LabView 

program used in this paper to detect lifts.  In real-time, the cursors can be positioned over the box 

switch data by the user. The ‘analyze’ button proceeds to send the chosen subset of data to the 

iterative loop pictured in the bottom picture for processing. 

 

 

 

Figure 5A.1: Interactive front panel of lift processing routine.  Different switch signals are 

indicated in text boxes and variables extracted are visible below the graph. 
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Figure 5A.2:Back panel from Labview demonstrating mathematical loop used to identify optimal activation level. 
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Chapter 6 

General Summary 

 

1.0 Introduction 

 

The focus of this dissertation has been to explore new methods of data collection and analysis 

related to human motion.  To begin, a novel method of data analysis was demonstrated that has 

the ability to find subtle differences in waveforms when discrete characteristics, like means or 

peaks, could not elucidate a difference between two groups of interest.  With some additional 

development, FDA may provide a powerful way to analyze large amounts of data collected in 

field-based applications.  The analysis of waveforms is a fast-growing area of interest among 

biomechanists, with many researchers preferring methods such as principal components analysis 

(PCA) (Wrigley, Albert, Deluzio, & Stevenson, 2006; Hubley-Kozey, Deluzio, & Dunbar, 2008).  

This dissertation provided an alternative to this method.  As motion capture devices continue to 

improve their capability and larger databases become the norm in the biomechanics field, it will 

be useful to have a statistical tool that can evaluate the waveforms collected with these new 

methods rather than eliminating the variance in favour of one peak value.  Therefore, the main 

finding was that FDA showed potential for a more complete understanding of biomechanics data.   

 

One motion capture device that has opened up the potential for long-term, field-based data 

collection are inertial motion sensors (IMS), which are a combination of several technologies, 

including accelerometers, gyroscopes and magnetometers.  In the past, accelerometers by 

themselves have been too unstable for human motion; however, with the integration of 

gyroscopes and gravitational reference using Kalman filters, inertial motion sensors appear to be 
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ready for motion capture. Using a simple linked-segment model with principles borrowed from 

mechanical engineering, the kinematic information was paired with kinetic information to 

determine joint moments at particular joints of interest.   As methods continue to develop that 

make these sensors a viable method of motion capturing, they will have the potential to produce 

large, complex waveforms, for which a useful method of analysis like FDA, will be critical.  

Comparisons that would be possible with FDA include evaluating motion patterns collected in 

field-based settings from two different groups (male/female, experienced/novice workers, 

injured/non-injured, fatigued/unfatigued, etc). 

 

Due to the ground-breaking nature of using these IMS, only a handful of research groups in the 

world have been working independently to advance the use of this type of sensor for the desired 

applications of the biomechanics and ergonomics community.  Of the published papers and 

conference proceedings, most describe methodological issues, with only a couple of articles 

devoted to field use of these sensors.  Several publications highlight some of the downfalls of the 

sensors themselves, and recommend additional calibration methods for accurate data collection 

and other challenges that must be overcome when using sensors whose output is dependent on a 

magnetometer. This dissertation adds to that body of knowledge, and also introduces a method 

utilizing a hands-down linked-segment model that would enable wireless, cumulative load data 

collection.  In addition, errors in the system have been well-documented so that, as the technology 

improves through calibration routines and algorithms, it will be possible to improve the model for 

this new state-of-the art collection system.  The dissertation also provides an example of how 

advanced statistical analysis can be used to analyze the type of motion data that an advanced, 

validated IMS system would collect.  The remainder of this chapter provides an overview of the 
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main findings for each paper (Section 2.0) followed by a discussion of the limitations of the IMS 

system and model (Section 3.0) and future directions (Section 4.0) for the work. 

 

2.0 Overview of Findings 

 

The main findings from each study are presented here while the limitations are discussed in a 

separate section, followed by future directions for the work.  Because the focus of this research 

will eventually be targeted toward examination of cumulative joint loading in industrial settings, 

it is important to document current findings, concerns and limitations as well as potential 

advancements being made to improve the IMS portable system for field use.   

 

A new statistical approach was introduced in the first chapter that demonstrated some of the 

downfalls of current methods of evaluating biomechanical data collected in lab and field-based 

studies.  In the first study (chapter 2) entitled “Functional data analysis as a means of evaluating 

kinematic and kinetic waveforms”, Functional Data Analysis (FDA) was used to elucidate 

differences resulting from a fatiguing lifting experiment.  The rationale for this study arises from 

the fact that traditional measures like means, peaks and ranges often fail to provide the sensitivity 

required to detect differences in two sets of biomechanical data.  Also, they eliminate the rich 

structure and variability inherent in a signal collected over time.  Kinematic and kinetic curves 

collected during a controlled lifting study were analyzed using both traditional statistics as well as 

a functional form of the analysis of variance (FANOVA).  The peak values demonstrated some 

differences between early and late times in the fatiguing, repetitive lifting trial.  However, the 

FANOVA was able to depict additional areas in the curve that varied significantly according to 

early and late lifting times.  When considering kinematic variables, like hip angular velocity and 
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trunk angular velocity, the peak value occurred very early in the lifting trial and was significantly 

different from early to late lifting times.  However, traditional statistics were unable to also detect 

significant variations observed in the waveform at box pick-up and release that were detected 

with the FANOVA.  These types of findings can lead to a discussion on some of the more subtle 

changes that occur with fatigue.  One simple method of evaluating FANOVA significance was 

utilized in this study, and a discussion of additional techniques was presented.    

 

The second study (chapter 3), “Accuracy of inertial motion sensors in static, quasi-static and 

complex, dynamic motion”, is focused on the reported accuracy of inertial motion sensors (IMS) 

in comparison to the manufacturers specifications.  The sensors behaved as reported for static, 

quasi-static and even simple, dynamic motion, with errors remaining in the range of 2° RMS 

error.  These errors were less than the manufacturer’s specifications of <2° RMS error for 

dynamic motion as measured with a video camera, but it was important to evaluate the sensor’s 

performance in an independent location and under more arduous conditions.  For simple, dynamic 

motion, an optoelectronic system was used as the gold standard to monitor pendulum motion, and 

results were far better than the 8.6° reported by Brodie, Walmsley, & Page (2008a).  Despite 

initial promising results, the complex dynamic arm motion trial did not track well with the IMS 

units, a finding previously reported by several other researcher groups (Luinge, Veltink, & Baten, 

2007; Picerno, Cereatti, & Cappozzo, 2008; Pfau, Witte, & Wilson, 2005).  This experiment 

mimicked arm-sweeping and table-washing trials, and the trunk and arm errors were typically 5-

10° RMS although some trials induced errors as high as 30° RMS for arm segments.  In 

asymmetric lifting motions, errors represented about 22% of the range of motion for the trunk and 

23% of the range of motion for the arm segments.  While acknowledging that these errors were 

unacceptably high, and well beyond the manufacturer’s technical specifications, they were similar 
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to other work recently published (Luinge et al., 2007; Picerno et al., 2008; Brodie et al., 2008a) 

and can be improved with newer calibration methods recently published (see Section 3.2 in this 

Chapter). 

 

The third study (chapter 4) entitled, “Accuracy of lumbar moments for field applications using 

inertial motion sensor system” was a validation study to compare lumbar moment output from the 

IMS system against a gold-standard, video, lab-based system.  Data were collected 

simultaneously from a subject outfitted with reflective markers for the Peak Motus system, in 

addition to the seven IMS sensors required for tracking segment orientation.  A linked-segment 

model was used to create relative endpoints for each joint in the IMS system using information 

from the IMS orientations and measured segment lengths.  Using this relative positional data in 

an inverse dynamic calculation provided kinematic data that served to evaluate the potential of 

using the wireless IMS system to collect lumbar moments in the field.  Considering the large 

angular errors in segment orientation observed in chapter 3, it was not surprising to observe 

positional errors as high as 113 mm in the last linked segment while using the anthropometric 

model. Across all types of movement trials, the average error increased from 17.3 mm at the first 

joint (T12/L1) to 77.7 mm at the final joint (wrist).  These positional errors affected the estimates 

of segment centre-of-mass, which also directly impacted the accuracy of the lumbar moment 

estimates.  As a benchmark for future analyses with the IMS system, the RMS errors of lumbar 

extensor moments were compared for a variety of movement trials to those calculated using the 

Peak Motus system. In a simple forward bending task, extensor moment RMS errors were as high 

as 17Nm whereas an asymmetrical lifting task induced much larger errors on all axes.  For the 

more symmetrical parts of the lifting task, RMS errors were in the range of 10-15% of the peak 

moment.  Likewise, in the arm sweeping and table washing trials, errors ranged from 10-20% of 
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the peak moment, but also exceeded 30% in some cases. Errors in the range of 10-15% may be 

acceptable for field trials (Callaghan, Jackson, Albert, Andrews, & Potvin, 2003; Sutherland, 

Albert, Wrigley, & Callaghan, 2008; Plamondon, Gagnon, & Desjardins, 1996), but better 

methods that are currently being developed have the potential to improve these estimates. 

 

The fourth study (chapter 5) entitled, “Potential for load transducer or EMG signal to be used as 

field-based handswitch for input to a link-segment model” was completed to determine whether a 

flexible, force transducer or linear enveloped electromyography from active muscles could be 

used as an on-off switch for field-based data collection.  The IMS system provides kinematic 

data, but to determine the moments described in chapter 4, knowledge is required of external load 

timing, magnitude and direction for input into the hands-down link segment model.  To acquire 

the timing information, a hand switch was sought for field-based use of the IMS system.  While 

instrumented with EMG and a load transducer (C500), it was found that under controlled 

conditions, the EMG signals (bicep or erector spinae) performed better than the C500 for 

predicting lift time for all lift types.  For down-lifts only, the bicep was a better predictor than the 

erector spinae signal.   

 

Once the optimal activation was determined for each switch type (EMG and C500), it was found 

that the mass categories could often be collapsed into <10kg and >10kg.  These optimal 

activations were used to verify how accurately time-in-air could be predicted from the C500 or 

bicep EMG signal on the remainder of the subjects (n=6), and there was no clear advantage to 

using either the bicep EMG signal or the C500 hand switch.  The results were highly 

individualized, indicating that work must still be completed to accurately apply load-in-hands for 

link segment modeling purposes. Each option (C500 and bicep EMG) has advantages and 
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disadvantages for field-based applications.  The C500 in the tested location may be better suited 

for tasks requiring a power grasp. The bicep EMG signal must be tested in more scenarios to 

ensure that movement artifacts can be separated from true lift scenarios.   

 

3.0 Discussion of Limitations 

 

3.1 Orientation estimates from sensors 

 

One of the first validation tasks completed with the inertial motion sensors was to compare their 

3-dimensional (3-D) orientation output against known reference angles.  Although simple planar 

results (both quasi-static and dynamic) proved to be accurate against gold standards, the complex 

motion observed in human motion was considerably more challenging for the Kalman filter 

employed in the Xsens IMS unit.  The assumptions of Kalman filters rely on Gaussian distributed 

errors in the sensor-detected movement.  The result is that any time the system is experiencing 

errors that are not distributed on a normal Gaussian surface, the static estimate will be biased and, 

over time, will integrate itself into the solution, thus creating biased orientation values (Brodie et 

al., 2008a).  Brodie et al. (2008a) claimed to have eliminated this problem through a fusion 

algorithm.  Schon (2008) introduced the concept of particle filtering, which may be 

computationally inefficient, but does not rely on a Gaussian distribution of errors, and may be 

well-suited for nonlinear systems, as observed with IMS tracking of human motion.   

 

There are further considerations to make when using sensors that rely on magnetometer readings 

for accuracy.  Recently, de Vries, Veeger, Baten, & van der Helm (2008) found that the magnetic 
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disturbance of the measuring space must be mapped prior to completing testing with IMS units.  

Due to unseen metal objects, large orientation errors were observed at 5 cm above floor level.  

The outcome for their particular lab was to perform testing above 40 cm height, and to avoid 

movements occurring in unsafe areas for long lengths of time (de Vries et al., 2008).  

Furthermore, it was recommended that the IMS units be turned on in and held in a safe area for 

10 seconds to improve the outcome of the Kalman filter (de Vries et al,. 2008).  This finding 

confirmed an experiment performed in our lab, where stability of the orientation estimate was 

improved if the sensors remained stationary for at least 10 seconds after being turned on (WSIB 

Interim Report, 2007).  The outcome of this kind of investigation highlights the importance of 

mapping all testing environments that may have sources of metal in the vicinity in order to 

maximize orientation results.   

 

3.2 Anatomical calibration issues 

 

The largest challenge with calibrating internal joint locations with inertial motion sensors is the 

lack of knowledge about how the sensor is oriented with respect to the underlying bone segment.  

In well-accepted optoelectronic and video systems, a marker cluster is linked to known bony 

landmarks during a calibration pose to create reproducible anatomical joint coordinate systems 

(Cappozzo, Della Croce, Leardini, & Chiari, 2005).  Using the IMS system, these bony landmarks 

are not available, and the method must rely solely on orientation of the IMS unit during the 

calibration pose.  The assumption used in this dissertation was that the anatomical axes were 

aligned with the world coordinate system during the calibration pose, and the rotation matrix to 

describe this pose was determined similar to the work done by Brodie, Walmsley, & Page 

(2008b).  Additionally, when calibrating the IMS system in a second, externally referenced 
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system, the researcher must take care to align the two world systems.  In the current work, an 

extra IMS sensor was situated at the origin of the Peak Motus lab, which allowed transformation 

of coordinates collected in one space to be expressed in the second world space.  However, as 

noted by Rachid, Guillaume, & Patrick (2008), it is possible that systematic misalignment 

between the two world coordinate systems may induce additional error into the orientation 

estimates of the IMS units.  Future work should aim to properly align all orientations of the lab 

coordinate system with the Xsens world coordinate system. 

 

At the time that this research project began, there was very little knowledge or published work 

outlining the best method for anatomical calibration.  At the time of writing this summary, the 

standard has still not been set, and interest in developing a technical group for this matter was 

only recently established at the 10th International Symposium on 3D Analysis of Human 

Movement (October, 2008).  Clearly, the work that was completed as part of this dissertation used 

an inadequate method of calibration that must be improved upon.  Several researchers are now 

advocating functional calibration of joints rather than using static, calibration poses (Favre, Luthi, 

Jolles, Aissaoui, Siegrist, & Aminian, 2008; O’Donovan, Kamnik, O’Keeffe, & Lyons, 2007; 

Cutti, Giovanardi, Rocchi, Davalli, & Sacchetti, 2008). 

3.3 Fixed Link-Segment Model Assumptions 

 

3.3.1 Position Errors Induced 

 

A further assumption must be made about the underlying model used with the current calibration 

method.  In this model, it was assumed that in the calibration pose, all spinal joints (L5/S1, 
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T12/L1 and C7/T1) were located completely vertically from each other.  The shoulder joints were 

assumed to be located on a horizontal line extending in positive and negative directions from the 

C7/T1 joint.  Finally, the upper extremity joints (elbow, wrist) were assumed to be located 

completely vertically from the shoulder joints when standing in a soldier posture.  Using a similar 

concept, with only one linked-segment (ankle to knee), van den Noort, Faber, Schepers, & 

Harlaar (2008) found that the knee adduction moment was very sensitive to even a 1cm error in 

medio-lateral position of the actual knee joint position.  Recommendations were made to optimize 

the calibration procedure, or to enhance the anatomical reference positions used in the calibration 

pose, but no practical implementation strategies were offered (van den Noort et al., 2008).  Zhou, 

Hu, & Tao (2006) applied this concept to a two-segment forearm-arm system, resulting in 7.7 cm 

error in joint position estimation.  They were able to minimize that error considerably through a 

simulated annealing method (Zhou et al., 2006).  Their model still relied on the assumption of a 

stationary shoulder joint (Zhou et al., 2006), which represents a severe limitation.   

 

Selected companies of IMS units now advertise six degrees of freedom (DOF), implying that both 

orientation and position can be obtained from the sensors.  Roetenberg. Luinge, & Slycke (2008) 

described how the position was estimated through a prediction and correction step that involved 

knowledge of joint relationships through a body model.  There has been no attempt to quantify 

the additional error imposed in these measurements when the predicted sensor position must be 

translated into the centre of the segment to which they are attached. 
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3.3.2 Moment Errors Induced 

 

In an attempt similar to the one presented in this dissertation, a portable system using IMS units 

was used to estimate L5/S1 joint moments using the feet-up variation of the inverse dynamic 

linked-segment model (Faber et al., 2008).  Faber et al. (2008) replaced ground reaction force 

from a force plate using a portable shoe-based system in a traditional inverse dynamic 

calculation.  Correspondence was good, but still yielded a 14Nm absolute error during a box 

lifting task that peaked at about 250Nm (Faber et al., 2008).  Once the true positions calculated 

with an optoelectronic or video system have been replaced with projected values for all joints 

from the ankle to L5/S1, it is assumed that the error will compound in much the same way as 

demonstrated in this dissertation.  Working upwards, van den Noort et al. (2008) have gone as far 

as to quantify moments at the knee using predicted knee joint positions. The knee adduction 

moment error with the system represented about 10% of the peak moment and was considered 

unacceptable for most applications (van den Noort et al., 2008).   

 

An inverse-dynamic method has been used to quantify shoulder moments in a wheelchair 

application using the Xsens Moven system (Rachid et al., 2008).  Despite rather large errors, 

reported as 24.4-51.0% relative peak error, the researchers concluded that ambulatory 

measurement of wheelchair populations were possible in the future (Rachid et al., 2008).  There 

was no discussion of the performance of the sensors in the vicinity of a large piece of metal (ie. 

the wheelchair). 
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3.4 Data collection issues 

 

Several data collection issues should also be highlighted for their impact on accuracy.  Firstly, the 

Peak Motus system used in this study did not use the favoured, shell system for segment tracking, 

implying that reflective markers may have suffered from skin-motion artifact.  Further, the 

calibration frame was recorded with additional reflective markers on the bony landmarks of 

interest, whereas many research labs prefer to use a wand to pinpoint those landmarks. 

Instrumentation of the subject with both reflective markers and IMS sensors on all segments 

caused some obstruction to marker detection with the Peak Motus system, and interpolation was 

frequently used to estimate marker-occluded trajectories. 

 

The IMS system was previously attached to the segment of interest using an elastic cuff and 

Velcro system.  However, considerable extraneous movement was observed between the IMS 

sensor and the underlying segment, and additional methods of securing the sensor to the segment 

must be pursued.  

 

Additionally, the laboratory in which the measurements were taken was not mapped for magnetic 

disturbances prior to data collection as recommended by de Vries et al. (2008).  Measurements 

were taken in the vicinity of two embedded force plates that may have induced error into the 

orientation.  There was also an IMS sensor located at ground level to provide a rotation between 

world coordinate systems that may have been impacted by unseen metal.   
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4.0 Discussion of Future Work 

 

The main limitation demonstrated with the FDA method, and the FANOVA presented, was the 

lack of an appropriate method of F-statistic analysis.  The point-wise method (Ramsay & 

Silverman, 1997) utilized was inadequate and additional methods require further evaluation prior 

to implementation.  Additional methods may include the Bonferroni adjustment (Khalaf 

Parniapour, Sparto, & Barin, 1999), function F-test presented by Shen and Faraway (2004), and 

the Westfall-Young Randomization Method proposed by Cox and Lee (2007).  It was identified 

in chapter 2 that future research should aim to make these methods more readily accessible to 

researchers in fields outside of mathematics and statistics. 

 

There have been no reported IMS-based models as complex as the one presented in this 

dissertation, and thus the positional errors and resulting moment errors can be considered as a 

starting point for improvement.  The following discussion will briefly highlight the next steps 

required for improving moment estimations from IMS systems. 

 

The primary issue that must be resolved is to determine whether functional calibration of IMS 

sensors can improve orientation errors against a gold standard system.  While most of the 

development work has focused on lower limb functional calibration (Favre et al., 2008), there has 

been an attempt to produce a functional method for the elbow and shoulder joints (Cutti et al., 

2008).  The method introduced by Cutti et al. (2008) should be implemented in the current model.  

No known publications address functional calibration of the trunk segments; however, due to 

their use in the current model, a method should be investigated and validated for the C7/T1 joint, 

T12/L1 joint and L5/S1 joint.  Further, the definitions of the anatomical axes for elbow and 
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shoulder in the current model did not conform to ISB recommendations (Wu et al., 2006), 

whereas implementing the method reported by Cutti et al. (2008) would ensure compliance.  The 

calibration method should also include instructions pertaining to mapping the test environment 

for magnetic disturbances, and ensuring that the start of a trial begins in a safe area.  At least 10 

seconds at the start of the trial should be stationary to allow the Kalman filter to initialize with 

optimal accuracy. 

 

The linked-segment model used to predict joint positions was a primitive model with many 

assumptions regarding how rigid segments linked together.  In particular, this model did not make 

any attempt to account for the substantial amount of shoulder movement that is possible in the 

human body.  It may be possible to optimize the position of the shoulder by working up from the 

trunk through a stationary link attached to C7/T1, and from the wrist up to the shoulder joint, and 

then apply a constraint to limit the location of the shoulder joint according to anatomical 

knowledge of the joint.   

 

Once the model is as accurate as it can be through functional calibration and improved model 

assumptions, a systematic evaluation should be completed on the impact of using externally 

measured segment lengths on the joint moments.  The comparison between regression-based 

body segment parameters and measured segment parameters (including lengths and 

circumferences) should be evaluated using the estimated L5/S1 moment calculations as the 

criterion variable.   

 

A more functional system was required to properly attach the sensors to the segments of interest.  

The elastic and Velcro harness used for the trunk segments allowed a large amount of extraneous 
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movement between the sensor and the thoracic trunk.  Likewise, the Velcro used to attach the 

sensors to the arm segments allowed additional rotation of the sensor not related to arm 

movement.  A cuff system that limits this movement must be explored.  In addition, the many 

wires that connect all sensors to the analog switch, the Xbus Master and the larger battery pack 

must be properly contained so they do not represent a working hazard for field-based 

applications.   

 

The accurate knowledge of timing and magnitude of the external force in the hands was identified 

as another critical component of a successful portable system for moment estimation.  The paper 

presented in this dissertation was focused on the timing aspect of the switch, although various 

additional strategies have been investigated by the research team to estimate load magnitude as 

well.  While the C500 worked well for subjects who used a power grip, it is not an acceptable 

switch measure in the current configuration or location for reliably predicting load-in and load-

out of hands in all field-based applications. The bicep EMG signal also worked well for certain 

subjects although the timing was somewhat shifted from the true box-switch signal due to muscle 

activity caused by movement of the arm segment.  As a first attempt for field-based data 

collection, the C500 should be used for a task that requires a power grip and ensures reliable 

activation upon contact.  The performance of the C500 in the field can be compared against an 

observation method by another researcher simultaneously defining in-out points throughout the 

data collection.  Additional methods of detecting load in hands should also be pursued in the 

hopes of removing a physical switch from the system completely.  These may include detecting 

load timing and magnitude information from classification methods using kinematic data 

gathered from body segments. 
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Researchers have already identified that portable systems using IMS units have the potential to 

produce exceptionally large databases of movement information.  In an effort to remove the 

tedious work of parsing these data prior to understanding it, Hidden Markov Modeling (HMM) 

techniques have been used to classify large databases (Wassink, Baten, & Veltink, 2008; Pfau, 

2008).  The HMM method was able to identify lifting activities in a 30 minute data set (Wassink 

et al., 2008) and Pfau (2008) could identify horse strides with over 90% accuracy.  Through 

additional exploration, this method may have enough accuracy to be used in place of a physical 

hand switch.  

 

In addition, the use of HMM suggests that the FDA method introduced in chapter 2 may also 

warrant further investigation as a method by which waveforms generated in large, long-term 

datasets can be more easily quantified.  More objective criteria for defining significant FANOVA 

results should be investigated, and the method presented by Shen and Faraway (2004) may be a 

good option.  Additionally, the functional form of the principal components analysis (PCA) was 

recently described as more advantageous than regular PCA, since the interpretation of 

components is significantly aided by being able to observe the extracted principal components in 

the same domain as the original curve (Donoghue, Harrison, Coffey, & Hayes, 2008). 

 

This summary has highlighted several limits pertaining to the sensors and the model used in this 

dissertation.  It has also outlined the next steps required to improve the accuracy of the system.  

Given all these considerations, the errors introduced into the L5/S1 moment estimations were not 

unreasonable and demonstrate the potential of the system.  In conclusion, the current iteration of 

the IMS system is not an acceptable method of collecting cumulative load data in field-based 

applications.  However, the upper-body IMS system has demonstrated good potential once 
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several aspects are further refined, including calibration methods, model definition, and hand 

switch information.   
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APPENDIX A 

Matlab code for hands-down, inverse dynamic, link segment model using raw 3-D data from 

reflective markers positioned on segments of interest. 

 
Markers=dlmread('04 Twist Lift Box R Smooth.txt','\t'); 

weight=0; 

%This is for the pelvis 

nRASIS=transpose([Markers(:,1) Markers(:,2) Markers(:,3)]); 

nLASIS=transpose([Markers(:,4) Markers(:,5) Markers(:,6)]); 

nLBAK1=transpose([Markers(:,16) Markers(:,17) Markers(:,18)]); 

nUBAK2=transpose([Markers(:,64) Markers(:,65) Markers(:,66)]); 

nL5=transpose([Markers(:,7) Markers(:,8) Markers(:,9)]); 

%This is for the lower back  

nT12 = transpose([Markers(:,10) Markers(:,11) Markers(:,12)]); 

nC7 = transpose([Markers(:,13) Markers(:,14) Markers(:,15)]); 

nUBAK1 = transpose([Markers(:,19) Markers(:,20) Markers(:,21)]); 

%This is for the upper back  

nRACR = transpose([Markers(:,22) Markers(:,23) Markers(:,24)]); 

nLACR = transpose([Markers(:,67) Markers(:,68) Markers(:,69)]); 

%This is for the right upper arm  

nRUPA1=transpose([Markers(:,25) Markers(:,26) Markers(:,27)]); 

nRLE=transpose([Markers(:,28) Markers(:,29) Markers(:,30)]); 

%This is for the right forearm 

nRFRM=transpose([Markers(:,31) Markers(:,32) Markers(:,33)]); 

nRLWR=transpose([Markers(:,34) Markers(:,35) Markers(:,36)]); 

nRMWR=transpose([Markers(:,37) Markers(:,38) Markers(:,39)]); 

%This is for the left upper arm 

nLUPA1=transpose([Markers(:,40) Markers(:,41) Markers(:,42)]); 

nLLE=transpose([Markers(:,43) Markers(:,44) Markers(:,45)]); 

%This is for the left forearm 

nLFRM=transpose([Markers(:,46) Markers(:,47) Markers(:,48)]); 

nLLWR=transpose([Markers(:,49) Markers(:,50) Markers(:,51)]); 

nLMWR=transpose([Markers(:,52) Markers(:,53) Markers(:,54)]); 
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%This is for the head 

nHEAD1=transpose([Markers(:,55) Markers(:,56) Markers(:,57)]); 

nHEAD2=transpose([Markers(:,58) Markers(:,59) Markers(:,60)]); 

nHEAD3=transpose([Markers(:,61) Markers(:,62) Markers(:,63)]); 

 

I=[1,0,0;0,1,0;0,0,1]; 

%Read in handforce file from analog channel of Xsens 

%handforce=dlmread('handforce.txt','\t'); 

 

S01inertia=dlmread('S01inertia.txt','\t'); 

lumbarinertia=S01inertia(3:5,2); 

thoraxinertia=S01inertia(3:5,3); 

headinertia=S01inertia(3:5,4); 

rarminertia=S01inertia(3:5,6); 

fahinertia=S01inertia(3:5,9); 

pelvismass=S01inertia(1,1); 

lumbarmass=S01inertia(1,2); 

thoraxmass=S01inertia(1,3); 

headmass=S01inertia(1,4); 

armmass=S01inertia(1,6); 

forehandmass=S01inertia(1,9); 

%To calculate linear position of segment COM during trial 

voffset=0 

for i=1:length(nLASIS)-voffset 

    MGnpelv(:,:,i) = tracklbak(nLASIS(:,i+voffset),nL5(:,i+voffset),nRASIS(:,i+voffset)); 

    GMnpelv(:,:,i)=inv(MGnpelv(:,:,i)); 

    GAnpelv(:,:,i)=MAtPELV * GMnpelv(:,:,i); 

    AGnpelv(:,:,i)=inv(GAnpelv(:,:,i)); 

    gL5S1(:,i) = (AGnpelv(:,:,i)*(-gaL5S1))+nRASIS(:,i); 

    MGnlbak(:,:,i)=trackmatrix(nT12(:,i+voffset),nLBAK1(:,i+voffset),nL5(:,i+voffset)); 

    GMnlbak(:,:,i)=inv(MGnlbak(:,:,i)); 

    GAnlbak(:,:,i)=MAtLBAK*GMnlbak(:,:,i); 

    AGnlbak(:,:,i)=inv(GAnlbak(:,:,i)); 

    glumbarCOM(:,i)=(AGnlbak(:,:,i)*(-anL5c))+nL5(:,i); 

    gT12L1(:,i)=(AGnlbak(:,:,i)*(-gaT12L1))+nL5(:,i); 
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    gpredT12(:,i)=gL5S1(:,i)+(AGnlbak(:,:,i)*lumbar); 

    gpredlumbarCOM(:,i)=((0.5456*gpredT12(:,i))+ (.4544*gL5S1(:,i))); 

end 

rhandforce = zeros(3,length(gL5S1)); 

lhandforce = zeros(3,length(gL5S1)); 

handmoment = zeros(3,length(gL5S1)); 

zeroforce=zeros(3,length(gL5S1)); 

for i=1:length(nLACR)-voffset 

MGnubak(:,:,i) = trackmatrix(nC7(:,i+voffset),nUBAK1(:,i+voffset),nT12(:,i+voffset)); 

    GMnubak(:,:,i)=transpose(MGnubak(:,:,i));  

    GAnubak(:,:,i)=MAtUBAK* GMnubak(:,:,i); 

    AGnubak(:,:,i)=transpose(GAnubak(:,:,i)); 

    gthoraxCOM(:,i) = (AGnubak(:,:,i)*(-anT12d)) + nT12(:,i); 

    gC7T1(:,i) = (AGnubak(:,:,i)*(-anC7T1b)) + nT12(:,i); 

    grs(:,i) = (AGnubak(:,:,i) * (-anrightshoulderb)) + nT12(:,i); 

    gls(:,i) = (AGnubak(:,:,i) * (-anleftshoulderb)) + nT12(:,i); 

    gpredC7(:,i)=gpredT12(:,i) + (AGnubak(:,:,i)*thorax); 

    gpredrs(:,i)=gpredC7(:,i) + (AGnubak(:,:,i)*rslength); 

    gpredls(:,i)=gpredC7(:,i) + (AGnubak(:,:,i)*lslength); 

    %gpredls(:,i)=gpredC7(:,i) + ((AGnubak(:,:,i)*Icor)*rslength); 

    gpredthoraxCOM(:,i)=((0.4961*gpredC7(:,i))+(0.5039*gpredT12(:,i))); 

end 

 

for i=1:length(nRUPA1)-voffset 

    MGnrupa(:,:,i) = rightarmnormmatrix(nRACR(:,i+voffset),nRUPA1(:,i+voffset),nRLE(:,i+voffset)); 

    GMnrupa(:,:,i)=transpose(MGnrupa(:,:,i));  

    GAnrupa(:,:,i)=MAtRUPA*GMnrupa(:,:,i); 

    AGnrupa(:,:,i)=transpose(GAnrupa(:,:,i)); 

    grarmCOM(:,i)=(AGnrupa(:,:,i)*(-anRLE))+nRLE(:,i); 

    gre(:,i)=(AGnrupa(:,:,i)*(-anRE))+nRLE(:,i); 

    gpredre(:,i)=gpredrs(:,i)+(AGnrupa(:,:,i)*ralength); 

    gpredrarmCOM(:,i)=((0.5754*gpredre(:,i))+(0.4246*gpredrs(:,i))); 

end 

 

for i=1:length(nRFRM)-voffset 
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    MGnrfor(:,:,i) = 

rightforearmnormmatrix(nRLWR(:,i+voffset),nRFRM(:,i+voffset),nRMWR(:,i+voffset)); 

    GMnrfor(:,:,i)=transpose(MGnrfor(:,:,i)); 

    GAnrfor(:,:,i)=MAtRFOR*GMnrfor(:,:,i); 

    AGnrfor(:,:,i)=transpose(GAnrfor(:,:,i)); 

    grforeCOM(:,i)=(AGnrfor(:,:,i)*(-anRMWR))+nRMWR(:,i); 

    grw(:,i) = (AGnrfor(:,:,i)*(-anRW))+ nRMWR(:,i); 

    load(:,i)=(AGnrfor(:,:,i)*(-anloadb))+nRMWR(:,i); 

    gpredrw(:,i)=gpredre(:,i)+(AGnrfor(:,:,i)*rfalength); 

    gpredload(:,i)=gpredre(:,i)+(AGnrfor(:,:,i)*rfaloadlength); 

    gpredrforeCOM(:,i)=((0.5226*gpredrw(:,i))+(0.4774*gpredre(:,i))); 

end 

 

for i=1:length(nLUPA1)-voffset 

    MGnlupa(:,:,i) = leftarmnormmatrix(nLACR(:,i+voffset),nLUPA1(:,i+voffset),nLLE(:,i+voffset)); 

    GMnlupa(:,:,i) = transpose(MGnlupa(:,:,i)); 

    GAnlupa(:,:,i) = MAtLUPA*GMnlupa(:,:,i); 

    AGnlupa(:,:,i)=transpose(GAnlupa(:,:,i)); 

    glarmCOM(:,i)=(AGnlupa(:,:,i)*(-anLLE)) + nLLE(:,i); 

    gle(:,i) = (AGnlupa(:,:,i)*(-anLE)) + nLLE(:,i); 

    gpredle(:,i)=gpredls(:,i)+(AGnlupa(:,:,i)*lalength); 

    gpredlarmCOM(:,i)=((0.5754*gpredle(:,i))+(0.4246*gpredls(:,i))); 

end 

 

for i=1:length(nLFRM)-voffset 

    MGnlfor(:,:,i) = leftforearmnormmatrix(nLLWR(:,i+voffset),nLFRM(:,i+voffset),nLMWR(:,i+voffset)); 

    GMnlfor(:,:,i) = transpose(MGnlfor(:,:,i)); 

    GAnlfor(:,:,i) = MAtLFOR*GMnlfor(:,:,i); 

    AGnlfor(:,:,i) = transpose(GAnlfor(:,:,i)); 

    glforeCOM(:,i) = (AGnlfor(:,:,i)*(-anLMWR))+nLMWR(:,i); 

    glw(:,i) = (AGnlfor(:,:,i)*(-anLW)) + nLMWR(:,i); 

    loadleft(:,i) = (AGnlfor(:,:,i)*(-anloadleftb)) + nLMWR(:,i); 

    gpredlw(:,i)=gpredle(:,i)+(AGnlfor(:,:,i)*lfalength); 

    %gpredload(:,i)=gpredle(:,i)+(AGnlfor(:,:,i)*lfaloadlength); 

    gpredlforeCOM(:,i)=((0.5226*gpredlw(:,i))+(0.4774*gpredle(:,i))); 
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end 

 

for i=1:length(nHEAD1)-voffset 

    MGnhead(:,:,i) = trackmatrix(nHEAD1(:,i+voffset),nHEAD2(:,i+voffset),nHEAD3(:,i+voffset)); 

     GMnhead(:,:,i) = transpose(MGnhead(:,:,i)); 

    GAnhead(:,:,i) = MAtHEAD*GMnhead(:,:,i); 

    AGnhead(:,:,i) = transpose(GAnhead(:,:,i)); 

    gheadCOM(:,i) = (AGnhead(:,:,i)*(-anHEAD3))+nHEAD3(:,i); 

    gpredheadCOM(:,i)=gpredC7(:,i)+(AGnhead(:,:,i)*(wheadCOM-aC7T1)); 

end 

 

%To calculate linear velocity and acceleration of COM for each segment: 

[velrforeCOM]=linearvelocity(grforeCOM); 

 function [velCOM]= linearvelocity(gCOM) 

gCOMm=gCOM/1000; 

for i=2:length(gCOMm)-1 

velCOMx(i)=(gCOMm(1,i+1)-gCOMm(1,i-1))/(2*(1/60)); 

velCOMy(i)=(gCOMm(2,i+1)-gCOMm(2,i-1))/(2*(1/60)); 

velCOMz(i)=(gCOMm(3,i+1)-gCOMm(3,i-1))/(2*(1/60)); 

end 

 

line=zeros(3,1); 

velCOM = [velCOMx;velCOMy;velCOMz]; 

velCOM=horzcat(line,velCOM); 

 

[accrforeCOM]=acceleration(velrforeCOM); 

 function [accCOM]= acceleration(velCOM) 

 

for i=2:length(velCOM)-1 

accCOMx(i)=(velCOM(1,i+1)-velCOM(1,i-1))/(2*(1/60)); 

accCOMy(i)=(velCOM(2,i+1)-velCOM(2,i-1))/(2*(1/60)); 

accCOMz(i)=(velCOM(3,i+1)-velCOM(3,i-1))/(2*(1/60)); 

end 

 

line=zeros(3,1); 
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accCOM = [accCOMx;accCOMy;accCOMz]; 

accCOM = horzcat(line,accCOM); 

 

[velrarmCOM]=linearvelocity(grarmCOM); 

[accrarmCOM]=acceleration(velrarmCOM); 

[vellforeCOM]=linearvelocity(glforeCOM); 

[acclforeCOM]=acceleration(vellforeCOM); 

[vellarmCOM]=linearvelocity(glarmCOM); 

[acclarmCOM]=acceleration(vellarmCOM); 

[velthoraxCOM]=linearvelocity(gthoraxCOM); 

[accthoraxCOM]=acceleration(velthoraxCOM); 

[vellumbarCOM]=linearvelocity(glumbarCOM); 

[acclumbarCOM]=acceleration(vellumbarCOM); 

[velheadCOM]=linearvelocity(gheadCOM); 

[accheadCOM]=acceleration(velheadCOM); 

 

%To determine reaction force at proximal end in global space in recursive manner for LSM 

[RFPRE]=reactionforce(rhandforce,accrforeCOM,forehandmass); 

function [RFP] = reactionforce(RFD,accCOM,mass) 

 

for i=1:length(accCOM) 

     RFPx(i)=(mass*accCOM(1,i))+ RFD(1,i); 

     RFPy(i)=(mass*accCOM(2,i))+ RFD(2,i); 

     RFPz(i)=(mass*accCOM(3,i))+(mass*9.81) + RFD(3,i); 

end 

 

RFP = [RFPx;RFPy;RFPz]; 

[RFPLE]=reactionforce(lhandforce,acclforeCOM,forehandmass); 

[RFPRS]=reactionforce(RFPRE,accrarmCOM,armmass); 

[RFPLS]=reactionforce(RFPLE, acclarmCOM,armmass); 

[RFPC7a]=reactionforce(RFPRS,zeroforce,0); 

[RFPC7b]=reactionforce(RFPLS,zeroforce,0); 

[RFPC7c]=reactionforce(zeroforce,accheadCOM,headmass); 

RFPC7=RFPC7a+RFPC7b+RFPC7c; 

[RFPT12]=reactionforce(RFPC7,accthoraxCOM,thoraxmass); 
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[RFPL5]=reactionforce(RFPT12,acclumbarCOM,lumbarmass); 

 

%To calculate segment angular displacements using YXZ Euler decomp  

[LBAKangle]=YXZangle(GAnlbak); 

 function [angle] = YXZangle(ROTMAT) 

 

for i=1:length(ROTMAT) 

r32(:,i)=ROTMAT(3,2,i); 

r22(:,i)=ROTMAT(2,2,i); 

r33(:,i)=ROTMAT(3,3,i); 

r12(:,i)=ROTMAT(1,2,i); 

r31(:,i)=ROTMAT(3,1,i); 

rotz(:,i)=atan2(r12(:,i),r22(:,i)); 

rotx(:,i)=(-asin(r32(:,i))); 

roty(:,i)=atan2(r31(:,i),r33(:,i)); 

end 

 

[correctrotx] = fixangjump(rotx); 

[correctroty] = fixangjump(roty); 

[correctrotz]= fixangjump(rotz); 

angle(1,:)=correctrotx; 

angle(2,:)=correctroty; 

angle(3,:)=correctrotz; 

 

[angle]=angle(:,:); 

[UBAKangle]=YXZangle(GAnubak);                                

[RUPAangle]=YXZangle(GAnrupa); 

[LUPAangle]=leftYXZangle(GAnlupa);  

[RFRMangle]=YXZangle(GAnrfor); 

[LFRMangle]=leftYXZangle(GAnlfor); 

[HEADangle]=YXZangle(GAnhead); 

 

%To calculate time varying segment angular velocities and accelerations, use the finite difference  

%technique and velocity and acceleration m files. 

[derivLBAK]=velocity(LBAKangle); 
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 function [velCOM]= velocity(gCOM) 

 

for i=2:length(gCOM)-1 

velCOMx(i)=(gCOM(1,i+1)-gCOM(1,i-1))/(2*(1/60)); 

velCOMy(i)=(gCOM(2,i+1)-gCOM(2,i-1))/(2*(1/60)); 

velCOMz(i)=(gCOM(3,i+1)-gCOM(3,i-1))/(2*(1/60)); 

end 

 

line=zeros(3,1); 

velCOM = [velCOMx;velCOMy;velCOMz]; 

velCOM=horzcat(line,velCOM); 

[angvelLBAK]=segvelocity(LBAKangle,derivLBAK); 

 function [segang] = segvelocity(angle,deriv) 

angle=angle*57.3; 

for i=1:length(deriv) 

    wx(:,i)=createomega(angle(1,i),angle(2,i),angle(3,i))*[deriv(:,i)]; 

end 

 

segang=wx; 

[angaccLBAK]=acceleration(angvelLBAK); 

[derivUBAK]=velocity(UBAKangle); 

[angvelUBAK]=segvelocity(UBAKangle,derivUBAK); 

[angaccUBAK]=acceleration(angvelUBAK); 

[derivRUPA]=velocity(RUPAangle); 

[angvelRUPA]=segvelocity(RUPAangle,derivRUPA); 

[angaccRUPA]=acceleration(angvelRUPA); 

[derivLUPA]=velocity(LUPAangle); 

[angvelLUPA]=segvelocity(LUPAangle,derivLUPA); 

[angaccLUPA]=acceleration(angvelLUPA); 

[derivRFRM]=velocity(RFRMangle); 

[angvelRFRM]=segvelocity(RFRMangle,derivRFRM); 

[angaccRFRM]=acceleration(angvelRFRM); 

[derivLFRM]=velocity(LFRMangle); 

[angvelLFRM]=segvelocity(LFRMangle,derivLFRM); 

[angaccLFRM]=acceleration(angvelLFRM); 
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[derivHEAD]=velocity(HEADangle); 

[angvelHEAD]=segvelocity(HEADangle,derivHEAD); 

[angaccHEAD]=acceleration(angvelHEAD); 

 

%To transform reaction forces in global space to anatomical axes, time varying angular displacement 

% is put into this GA matrix based on YXZ order 

for i=1:length(RFPRE) 

    aRFPRE(:,i)=GAnrfor(:,:,i)*RFPRE(:,i); 

end 

aMOMRE=moment(rhandforce,aRFPRE,handmoment,angaccRFRM,angvelRFRM,fahinertia,distRL,prox

RE); 

 function [MOM] = moment(aRFD,aRFP,aMD,angacc,angvel,inertia,jdist,jprox) 

 

for i=1:length(angacc) 

MOMx(i)=(aMD(1,i) + (aRFP(2,i)*(jprox/1000)) + (aRFD(2,i)*(jdist/1000)) + 

(inertia(1)*angacc(1,i)) + ((inertia(2)-inertia(3))*(angvel(3,i)*angvel(2,i)))); 

MOMz(i)=(aMD(3,i) + (inertia(3)*angacc(3,i)) + ((inertia(1)-

inertia(2))*(angvel(1,i)*angvel(2,i)))); 

MOMy(i)=(aMD(2,i) + (aRFP(1,i)*(jprox/1000)) + (aRFD(1,i)*(jdist/1000)) + 

(inertia(2)*angacc(2,i)) + ((inertia(3)-inertia(1))* (angvel(1,i)*angvel(3,i)))); 

end 

 

MOM = [MOMx;MOMy;MOMz]; 

for i=1:length(RFPRE) 

    %transform prox mom of RE from AtoG 

    gMOMRE(:,i)=AGnrfor(:,:,i)*aMOMRE(:,i); 

    %transform prox reaction forces at RS from GtoA for moments 

    aRFPRS(:,i)=GAnrupa(:,:,i)*RFPRS(:,i); 

    %transform dist reaction forces at RE from GtoA for moments 

    aRFDRE(:,i)=GAnrupa(:,:,i)*RFPRE(:,i); 

    %transform now distal moments at RE from GtoA of next segment(arm) 

    adMOMRE(:,i)=GAnrupa(:,:,i)*gMOMRE(:,i); 

end 

aMOMRS=moment(aRFDRE,aRFPRS,adMOMRE,angaccRUPA,angvelRUPA,rarminertia,distRE,proxRS

); 
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for i=1:length(RFPLE) 

   aRFPLE(:,i)=GAnlfor(:,:,i)*RFPLE(:,i); 

end 

aRFPLE(2,:)=(-aRFPLE(2,:)); 

aMOMLE=leftmoment(lhandforce,aRFPLE,handmoment,angaccLFRM,angvelLFRM,fahinertia,distLL,pro

xLE); 

 

for i=1:length(RFPLS) 

    gMOMLE(:,i)=transpose(GAnlfor(:,:,i))*aMOMLE(:,i); 

    aRFPLS(:,i)=GAnlupa(:,:,i)*RFPLS(:,i); 

    aRFDLE(:,i)=GAnlupa(:,:,i)*RFPLE(:,i); 

    adMOMLE(:,i)=GAnlupa(:,:,i)*gMOMLE(:,i); 

end 

aRFPLS(2,:)=(-aRFPLS(2,:)); 

aRFDLE(2,:)=(-aRFDLE(2,:)); 

aMOMLS=leftmoment(aRFDLE,aRFPLS,adMOMLE,angaccLUPA,angvelLUPA,rarminertia,distLE,prox

LS); 

 

for i=1:length(RFPC7b) 

    aRFPC7c(:,i)=GAnhead(:,:,i)*RFPC7c(:,i); 

end 

aMOMHEAD=moment(zeroforce,aRFPC7c,handmoment,angaccHEAD,angvelHEAD,headinertia,distvert,

proxC7); 

 

for i=1:length(RFPC7) 

    %transform prox mom of RS from AtoG 

    gMOMRS(:,i)=transpose(GAnrupa(:,:,i))*aMOMRS(:,i); 

    gMOMLS(:,i)=transpose(GAnlupa(:,:,i))*aMOMLS(:,i); 

    gMOMHEAD(:,i)=transpose(GAnhead(:,:,i))*aMOMHEAD(:,i); 

    gMOMC7(:,i)=gMOMRS(:,i)+gMOMHEAD(:,i)+gMOMLS(:,i); 

    adMOMC7(:,i)=GAnubak(:,:,i)*gMOMC7(:,i); 

    aRFDC7(:,i)=GAnubak(:,:,i)*RFPC7(:,i); 

    aRFPT12(:,i)=GAnubak(:,:,i)*RFPT12(:,i); 

end 
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aMOMT12=moment(aRFDC7,aRFPT12,adMOMC7,angaccUBAK,angvelUBAK,thoraxinertia,distC7,prox

T12); 

 

for i=1:length(RFPL5) 

    gMOMT12(:,i)=transpose(GAnubak(:,:,i))*aMOMT12(:,i); 

    adMOMT12(:,i)=GAnlbak(:,:,i)*gMOMT12(:,i); 

    aRFPL5(:,i)=GAnlbak(:,:,i)*RFPL5(:,i); 

    aRFDT12(:,i)=GAnlbak(:,:,i)*RFPT12(:,i); 

end 

 

aMOML5=moment(aRFDT12,aRFPL5,adMOMT12,angaccLBAK,angvelLBAK,lumbarinertia,distT12,pro

xL5); 

 

Matlab code for calibrating IMS units located on upper-body segments for input to inverse 

dynamic, link segment model 

 
 

I=[1,0,0;0,1,0;0,0,1]; 

IT=[0,-1,0;1,0,0;0,0,1]; 

IA=[-1,0,0;0,1,0;0,0,1]; 

%This code expresses the global xsens coordinate in vicon space... 

tfile93=dlmread('C:\Documents and Settings\user\Desktop\Jan 04 Xsens\MT_quat_00320193_000.log','\t'); 

[RMori]=caliRM(tfile93); 

tfile90=dlmread('C:\Documents and Settings\user\Desktop\Jan 04 Xsens\MT_quat_00320190_000.log','\t'); 

[RMlumb]=caliRM(tfile90); 

RTMlumb=inv(I)*[inv(IT)*RMlumb]; 

tfile94=dlmread('C:\Documents and Settings\user\Desktop\Jan 04 Xsens\MT_quat_00320194_000.log','\t'); 

[RMthor]=caliRM(tfile94); 

RTMthor=inv(I)*[inv(IT)*RMthor]; 

tfile88=dlmread('C:\Documents and Settings\user\Desktop\Jan 04 Xsens\MT_quat_00320188_001.log','\t'); 

[RMrarm]=caliRM(tfile88); 

RTMrarm=inv(I)*[inv(IA)*RMrarm]; 

tfile85=dlmread('C:\Documents and Settings\user\Desktop\Jan 04 Xsens\MT_quat_00320185_001.log','\t'); 

[RMfrarm]=caliRM(tfile85); 
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RTMfrarm=(I)*[inv(IA)*RMfrarm]; 

tfile91=dlmread('C:\Documents and Settings\user\Desktop\Jan 04 Xsens\MT_quat_00320191_001.log','\t'); 

[RMlarm]=caliRM(tfile91); 

RTMlarm=inv(I)*[inv(I)*RMlarm]; 

tfile86=dlmread('C:\Documents and Settings\user\Desktop\Jan 04 Xsens\MT_quat_00320186_001.log','\t'); 

[RMflarm]=caliRM(tfile86); 

RTMflarm=inv(I)*[inv(I)*RMflarm]; 

tfile87=dlmread('C:\Documents and Settings\user\Desktop\Jan 04 Xsens\MT_quat_00320187_000.log','\t'); 

[RMhead]=caliRM(tfile87); 

RTMhead=inv(I)*[inv(IT)*RMhead]; 

 

%measure surface landmarks for lumbar length correction: 

lumbarx=[0;0;139]; 

xdistT12=(0.5456*lumbarx(3)); 

xproxL5=(0.4543*lumbarx(3)); 

thoraxx=[0;0;290]; 

    xdistC7=(0.4961*thoraxx(3)); 

    xproxT12=(0.5039*thoraxx(3)); 

headlength=[18;0;286]; 

xproxC7=(0.5159*headlength(3)); 

xdistvert=(0.4841*headlength(3)); 

rslengthx=[0;-154;0]; 

lslengthx=[0;154;0]; 

ralengthx=[0;0;-242]; 

lalengthx=[0;0;-242]; 

xdistRE=(0.5754*(abs(ralengthx(3)))); 

 xproxRS=(0.4246*(abs(ralengthx(3)))); 

 xdistLE=(0.5754*(abs(lalengthx(3)))); 

 xproxLS=(0.4246*(abs(lalengthx(3)))); 

 rfalengthx=[0;0;-339]; 

lfalengthx=[0;0;-339]; 

xdistRL=(0.5226*(abs(rfalengthx(3)))); 

    xproxRE=(0.4774*(abs(rfalengthx(3)))); 

    xdistLL=(0.5226*(abs(lfalengthx(3)))); 

    xproxLE=(0.4774*(abs(lfalengthx(3)))); 
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alllumbar=dlmread('C:\Documents and Settings\user\Desktop\Jan 04 

Xsens\MT_quat_00320190_000.log','\t'); 

lumbarresamp=resample(alllumbar,60,50); 

lumbartrial=lumbarresamp(:,:); 

 

allthorax=dlmread('C:\Documents and Settings\user\Desktop\Jan 04 

Xsens\MT_quat_00320194_000.log','\t'); 

thoraxresamp=resample(allthorax,60,50); 

thoraxtrial=thoraxresamp(:,:); 

 

allrarm=dlmread('C:\Documents and Settings\user\Desktop\Jan 04 

Xsens\MT_quat_00320188_000.log','\t'); 

rarmresamp=resample(allrarm,60,50); 

rarmtrial=rarmresamp(:,:); 

 

allrforearm=dlmread('C:\Documents and Settings\user\Desktop\Jan 04 

Xsens\MT_quat_00320185_000.log','\t'); 

rforearmresamp=resample(allrforearm,60,50); 

rforearmtrial=rforearmresamp(:,:); 

 

alllarm=dlmread('C:\Documents and Settings\user\Desktop\Jan 04 

Xsens\MT_quat_00320191_000.log','\t'); 

larmresamp=resample(alllarm,60,50); 

larmtrial=larmresamp(:,:); 

 

alllforearm=dlmread('C:\Documents and Settings\user\Desktop\Jan 04 

Xsens\MT_quat_00320186_000.log','\t'); 

lforearmresamp=resample(alllforearm,60,50); 

lforearmtrial=lforearmresamp(:,:); 

 

allhead=dlmread('C:\Documents and Settings\user\Desktop\Jan 04 

Xsens\MT_quat_00320187_000.log','\t'); 

headresamp=resample(allhead,60,50); 

headtrial=headresamp(:,:); 
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offset=0; 

for i=1:length(lumbartrial)-offset 

    

XGMlbak(:,:,i)=quat2rm(lumbartrial(i+offset,2),lumbartrial(i+offset,3),lumbartrial(i+offset,4),lumbartrial(i

+offset,5)); 

    XLBAK(:,:,i)=XGMlbak(:,:,i)*(inv(RTMlumb)); 

    TXLBAK(:,:,i)=inv(XLBAK(:,:,i)); 

    xT12(:,i)=[0;0;0]+(XLBAK(:,:,i)*lumbarx); 

    xpredT12(:,i)=(XLBAK(:,:,i)*lumbarx); 

    xlumbarcom(:,i)= ((0.5456*xT12(:,i))+ (.4544*0)); 

    

XGMubak(:,:,i)=quat2rm(thoraxtrial(i+offset,2),thoraxtrial(i+offset,3),thoraxtrial(i+offset,4),thoraxtrial(i+o

ffset,5)); 

    XUBAK(:,:,i)=XGMubak(:,:,i)*(inv(RTMthor)); 

    TXUBAK(:,:,i)=inv(XUBAK(:,:,i)); 

    xC7(:,i)=xT12(:,i)+(XUBAK(:,:,i)*thoraxx); 

    xpredC7(:,i)=XUBAK(:,:,i)*thoraxx; 

    xthoraxcom(:,i)=((0.4961*xC7(:,i))+(0.5039*xT12(:,i))); 

    xrs(:,i)=xC7(:,i)+(XUBAK(:,:,i)*rslengthx); 

    xpredrs(:,i)=XUBAK(:,:,i)*rslengthx; 

    xls(:,i)=xC7(:,i)+(XUBAK(:,:,i)*lslengthx); 

    xpredls(:,i)=XUBAK(:,:,i)*lslengthx; 

    

XGMhead(:,:,i)=quat2rm(headtrial(i+offset,2),headtrial(i+offset,3),headtrial(i+offset,4),headtrial(i+offset,5

)); 

    XHEAD(:,:,i)=XGMhead(:,:,i)*(inv(RTMhead)); 

    TXHEAD(:,:,i)=inv(XHEAD(:,:,i)); 

    xheadcom(:,i)=xC7(:,i)+(XUBAK(:,:,i)*headlength); 

    

XGMrupa(:,:,i)=quat2rm(rarmtrial(i+offset,2),rarmtrial(i+offset,3),rarmtrial(i+offset,4),rarmtrial(i+offset,5

)); 

    XRUPA(:,:,i)=XGMrupa(:,:,i)*(inv(RTMrarm)); 

    TXRUPA(:,:,i)=inv(XRUPA(:,:,i)); 

    xre(:,i)=xrs(:,i)+(XRUPA(:,:,i)*ralengthx); 
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    xpredre(:,i)=XRUPA(:,:,i)*ralengthx; 

    xrarmcom(:,i)=((0.5754*xre(:,i))+(0.4246*xrs(:,i))); 

    

XGMrfor(:,:,i)=quat2rm(rforearmtrial(i+offset,2),rforearmtrial(i+offset,3),rforearmtrial(i+offset,4),rforear

mtrial(i+offset,5)); 

    XRFOR(:,:,i)=XGMrfor(:,:,i)*(inv(RTMfrarm)); 

    TXRFOR(:,:,i)=inv(XRFOR(:,:,i)); 

    xrw(:,i)=xre(:,i)+(XRFOR(:,:,i)*rfalengthx); 

    xpredrw(:,i)=XRFOR(:,:,i)*rfalengthx; 

    xrforearmcom(:,i)=((0.5226*xrw(:,i))+(0.4774*xre(:,i))); 

    

XGMlupa(:,:,i)=quat2rm(larmtrial(i+offset,2),larmtrial(i+offset,3),larmtrial(i+offset,4),larmtrial(i+offset,5)

); 

    XLUPA(:,:,i)=XGMlupa(:,:,i)*(inv(RTMlarm)); 

    TXLUPA(:,:,i)=inv(XLUPA(:,:,i)); 

    xle(:,i)=xls(:,i)+(XLUPA(:,:,i)*lalengthx); 

    xpredle(:,i)=XLUPA(:,:,i)*lalengthx; 

    xlarmcom(:,i)=((0.5754*xle(:,i))+(0.4246*xls(:,i))); 

    

XGMlfor(:,:,i)=quat2rm(lforearmtrial(i+offset,2),lforearmtrial(i+offset,3),lforearmtrial(i+offset,4),lforearm

trial(i+offset,5)); 

    XLFOR(:,:,i)=XGMlfor(:,:,i)*(inv(RTMflarm)); 

    TXLFOR(:,:,i)=inv(XLFOR(:,:,i)); 

    xlw(:,i)=xle(:,i)+(XLFOR(:,:,i)*lfalengthx); 

    xpredlw(:,i)=XLFOR(:,:,i)*lfalengthx; 

    xlforearmcom(:,i)=((0.5226*xlw(:,i))+(0.4774*xle(:,i))); 

end 

 

 function [RM] = quat2rm(q0,q1,q2,q3) 

 

row1=[(2*q0*q0)+(2*q1*q1)-1,(2*q1*q2)-(2*q0*q3),(2*q1*q3)+(2*q0*q2)]; 

row2=[(2*q1*q2)+(2*q0*q3),(2*q0*q0)+(2*q2*q2)-1,(2*q2*q3)-(2*q0*q1)]; 

row3=[(2*q1*q3)-(2*q0*q2),(2*q2*q3)+(2*q0*q1),(2*q0*q0)+(2*q3*q3)-1]; 

 

RM=[row1;row2;row3]; 
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%To calculate linear velocity and acceleration of COM for each segment in local anat coord sys: 

[xpredvelrforeCOM]=linearvelocity(xpredrforeCOMsmooth); 

[xpredaccrforeCOM]=acceleration(xpredvelrforeCOM); 

[xpredvelrarmCOM]=linearvelocity(xpredrarmCOMsmooth); 

[xpredaccrarmCOM]=acceleration(xpredvelrarmCOM); 

[xpredvellforeCOM]=linearvelocity(xpredlforeCOMsmooth); 

[xpredacclforeCOM]=acceleration(xpredvellforeCOM); 

[xpredvellarmCOM]=linearvelocity(xpredlarmCOMsmooth); 

[xpredacclarmCOM]=acceleration(xpredvellarmCOM); 

[xpredvelthoraxCOM]=linearvelocity(xpredthoraxCOMsmooth); 

[xpredaccthoraxCOM]=acceleration(xpredvelthoraxCOM); 

[xpredvellumbarCOM]=linearvelocity(xpredlumbarCOMsmooth); 

[xpredacclumbarCOM]=acceleration(xpredvellumbarCOM); 

[xpredvelheadCOM]=linearvelocity(xpredheadCOMsmooth); 

[xpredaccheadCOM]=acceleration(xpredvelheadCOM); 

 

xrhandforce = zeros(3,length(xpredthoraxCOMsmooth)); 

xlhandforce = zeros(3,length(xpredthoraxCOMsmooth)); 

xhandmoment = zeros(3,length(xpredthoraxCOMsmooth)); 

xzeroforce=zeros(3,length(xpredthoraxCOMsmooth)); 

 

%To determine reaction force at proximal end in global space in recursive manner for LSM 

[xpredRFPRE]=reactionforce(xrhandforce,xpredaccrforeCOM,forehandmass); 

[xpredRFPLE]=reactionforce(xlhandforce,xpredacclforeCOM,forehandmass); 

[xpredRFPRS]=reactionforce(xpredRFPRE,xpredaccrarmCOM,armmass); 

[xpredRFPLS]=reactionforce(xpredRFPLE, xpredacclarmCOM,armmass); 

[xpredRFPC7a]=reactionforce(xpredRFPRS,xzeroforce,0); 

[xpredRFPC7b]=reactionforce(xpredRFPLS,xzeroforce,0); 

[xpredRFPC7c]=reactionforce(xrhandforce,xpredaccheadCOM,headmass); 

xpredRFPC7=xpredRFPC7a+xpredRFPC7b+xpredRFPC7c; 

[xpredRFPT12]=reactionforce(xpredRFPC7,xpredaccthoraxCOM,thoraxmass); 

[xpredRFPL5]=reactionforce(xpredRFPT12,xpredacclumbarCOM,lumbarmass); 

 

%To calculate segment angular displacements using YXZ Euler decomp  
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xLBAKangle=YXZangle(TXLBAK); 

xUBAKangle=YXZangle(TXUBAK); 

xRUPAangle=YXZangle(TXRUPA); 

xRFORangle=YXZangle(TXRFOR); 

xLUPAangle=leftYXZangle(TXLUPA); 

xLFORangle=leftYXZangle(TXLFOR); 

xHEADangle=YXZangle(TXHEAD); 

 

%To calculate time varying segment angular velocities and accelerations, use the finite difference  

%technique and velocity and acceleration m files. 

[xderivLBAK]=velocity(xLBAKangle); 

[xangvelLBAK]=segvelocity(xLBAKangle,xderivLBAK); 

[xangaccLBAK]=acceleration(xangvelLBAK); 

[xderivUBAK]=velocity(xUBAKangle); 

[xangvelUBAK]=segvelocity(xUBAKangle,xderivUBAK); 

[xangaccUBAK]=acceleration(xangvelUBAK); 

[xderivRUPA]=velocity(xRUPAangle); 

[xangvelRUPA]=segvelocity(xRUPAangle,xderivRUPA); 

[xangaccRUPA]=acceleration(xangvelRUPA); 

[xderivLUPA]=velocity(xLUPAangle); 

[xangvelLUPA]=segvelocity(xLUPAangle,xderivLUPA); 

[xangaccLUPA]=acceleration(xangvelLUPA); 

[xderivRFRM]=velocity(xRFRMangle); 

[xangvelRFRM]=segvelocity(xRFRMangle,xderivRFRM); 

[xangaccRFRM]=acceleration(xangvelRFRM); 

[xderivLFRM]=velocity(xLFRMangle); 

[xangvelLFRM]=segvelocity(xLFRMangle,xderivLFRM); 

[xangaccLFRM]=acceleration(xangvelLFRM); 

[xderivHEAD]=velocity(xHEADangle); 

[xangvelHEAD]=segvelocity(xHEADangle,xderivHEAD); 

[xangaccHEAD]=acceleration(xangvelHEAD); 

 

voffset=0; 

for i=1:length(xpredRFPRE) 
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    axRFPRE(:,i)=TXRFOR(:,:,i+voffset)*xpredRFPRE(:,i); 

end 

axMOMRE=moment(xrhandforce,axRFPRE,xhandmoment,xangaccRFRM(:,:),xangvelRFRM(:,:),fahinerti

a,xdistRL,xproxRE); 

 

for i=1:length(xpredRFPRE) 

    %transform prox mom of RE from AtoG 

    gxMOMRE(:,i)=XRFOR(:,:,i+voffset)*axMOMRE(:,i); 

    %create GA for upperarm segment 

    %GARUPA(:,:,i)=ang2GA(RUPAangle(:,i)); 

    %transform prox reaction forces at RS from GtoA for moments 

    axRFPRS(:,i)=TXRUPA(:,:,i+voffset)*xpredRFPRS(:,i); 

    %transform dist reaction forces at RE from GtoA for moments 

    axRFDRE(:,i)=TXRUPA(:,:,i+voffset)*xpredRFPRE(:,i); 

    %transform now distal moments at RE from GtoA of next segment(arm) 

    adxMOMRE(:,i)=TXRUPA(:,:,i+voffset)*gxMOMRE(:,i); 

end 

axMOMRS=moment(axRFDRE,axRFPRS,adxMOMRE,xangaccRUPA(:,:),xangvelRUPA(:,:),rarminertia,

xdistRE,xproxRS); 

 

for i=1:length(xpredRFPLE) 

    axRFPLE(:,i)=TXLFOR(:,:,i+voffset)*xpredRFPLE(:,i); 

end 

axRFPLE(2,:)=(-axRFPLE(2,:)); 

axMOMLE=leftmoment(xlhandforce,axRFPLE,xhandmoment,xangaccLFRM(:,:),xangvelLFRM(:,:),fahine

rtia,xdistLL,xproxLE); 

 

for i=1:length(xpredRFPLS) 

    gxMOMLE(:,i)=XLFOR(:,:,i+voffset)*axMOMLE(:,i); 

    axRFPLS(:,i)=TXLUPA(:,:,i+voffset)*xpredRFPLS(:,i); 

    axRFDLE(:,i)=TXLUPA(:,:,i+voffset)*xpredRFPLE(:,i); 

    adxMOMLE(:,i)=TXLUPA(:,:,i+voffset)*gxMOMLE(:,i); 

end 

axRFPLS(2,:)=(-axRFPLS(2,:)); 

axRFDLE(2,:)=(-axRFDLE(2,:)); 
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axMOMLS=leftmoment(axRFDLE,axRFPLS,adxMOMLE,xangaccLUPA(:,:),xangvelLUPA(:,:),rarminerti

a,xdistLE,xproxLS); 

 

for i=1:length(xpredRFPC7b) 

    axRFPC7c(:,i)=TXHEAD(:,:,i+voffset)*xpredRFPC7b(:,i); 

end 

axMOMHEAD=moment(xzeroforce,axRFPC7c,xhandmoment,xangaccHEAD(:,:),xangvelHEAD(:,:),headi

nertia,xdistvert,xproxC7); 

 

for i=1:length(xpredRFPC7) 

    %transform prox mom of RS from AtoG 

    gxMOMRS(:,i)=XRUPA(:,:,i+voffset)*axMOMRS(:,i); 

    gxMOMLS(:,i)=XLUPA(:,:,i+voffset)*axMOMLS(:,i); 

    gxMOMHEAD(:,i)=XHEAD(:,:,i+voffset)*axMOMHEAD(:,i); 

    gxMOMC7(:,i)=gxMOMRS(:,i)+gxMOMHEAD(:,i)+gxMOMLS(:,i); 

    adxMOMC7(:,i)=TXUBAK(:,:,i+voffset)*gxMOMC7(:,i); 

    axRFDC7(:,i)=TXUBAK(:,:,i+voffset)*xpredRFPC7(:,i); 

    axRFPT12(:,i)=TXUBAK(:,:,i+voffset)*xpredRFPT12(:,i); 

end 

 

axMOMT12=moment(axRFDC7,axRFPT12,adxMOMC7,xangaccUBAK(:,:),xangvelUBAK(:,:),thoraxiner

tia,xdistC7,xproxT12); 

 

for i=1:length(xpredRFPL5) 

    gxMOMT12(:,i)=XUBAK(:,:,i+voffset)*axMOMT12(:,i); 

    adxMOMT12(:,i)=TXLBAK(:,:,i+voffset)*gxMOMT12(:,i); 

    axRFPL5(:,i)=TXLBAK(:,:,i+voffset)*xpredRFPL5(:,i); 

    axRFDT12(:,i)=TXLBAK(:,:,i+voffset)*xpredRFPT12(:,i); 

end 

 

axMOML5=moment(axRFDT12,axRFPL5,adxMOMT12,xangaccLBAK(:,:),xangvelLBAK(:,:),l

umbarinertia,xdistT12,xproxL5); 


